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Thurs., May 13, 1976

R e sign atio n s Protest
Election V alidation
Two SGA Cabinet members and
one Legislator resigned because they
felt the SGA acted "irresponsibly" in
its action not to invalidate the
Executive Board elections.
Frank Robinson, Vice President of
External A ffairs and Chairman of the
Tuition
Task
Force,
resigned
immediately after the Legislature
rendered a 23-10 vote not to
invalidate at a special meeting May 7.
MARY
K AY
COYNE, Vice
President of Internal Affairs and
Harry
Morales,
President
Pro
Tempore o f the Legislature, resigned
at the regular SGA meeting Tuesday.
" I resigned because I feel the SGA
acted in an irresponsible manner by
not invalidating
the elections,"
Robinson said.
" I was opposed to the inequities
of the entire system. I didn 't like
how the rules were made, how they
were run and how they were
enforced," he stated.
COYNE FELT the SGA was more
concerned
over who won the
elections rather than the elections
themselves.
"I
talked to some of the
individuals
who
voted
against
invalidation and they told me who
they supported," Coyne said.
Morales also felt that the outcome
had some bearing on the decision. " I f
the outcome of the election had been
different,
then
I
think
the
Legislature's opinion on invalidating

would be different," he said.
ROBINSON, WHO is running for
President of the New Jersey Student
Association, also said that he felt the
rules were not evenly enforced. " I t
was like
musical
chairs,"
he
proclaimed.
Ken Malmud, SGA Attorney
General, who is in charge of
administering the elections agreed
that there were faults in the system.
" I th in k the elections stank , " he
stated, "H o w e v e r in m y m in d I d o n 't
believe th a t th e v io la tio n s were severe
enough to w a rra n t a new e le c tio n ."

HE ADDED, " I ad m ire the people
w ho resigned. I m ig h t have done the
same

th in g ,

had

the

results

been

d iffe r e n t."

Manny
C.
Menendez,
SGA
President, disagreed with the need for
the resignations.
" I don’t agree with their actions,
they weren't responsible," he said.
"In fact I am confused by their
actions. If they thought there were
some problems with the elections,
they should have done something
before the final declaration was
made."
HE ADDED, " I t was individual
protest after the fact. There was
doubt in the elections but no
evidence."
Morales, who has been a Legislator
for four years and this year was
Chairman
of
the
powerful

Constitutional Review Committee,
asserted that the image of the SGA
and their credibility had suffered.
"H ow can we tell a Class One
Organization they must allow their
members to vote, when we, as a
student government, turn away
students from the polls,” Morales
questioned.

A tto rn e y General were responsible."
C oyne shot back " A l l year long
yo u 've been saying th a t the President
is

u ltim a te ly

w orkin gs
you

responsible

fo r

the

o f the c o rp o ra tio n . N ow

are

try in g

to

push

the

re s p o n s ib ility on the L e gislature."
CHRIS
CONFROY,
B iology
R epresentative,

asked

Menendez

w hether o r n o t he threatened to close
do w n WMSC because o f a broadcast
saying th e re was d o uble votin g.
Menendez answered, " I

d id

not

threate n to close the ra dio sta tio n , I
m erely called to check if the news
was fa c tu a lly c o rre c t."
S m ith countered b y

asking

a

representative o f
the statio n if
Menendez had threatened to close
the sta tio n .

THE

REPRESENTATIVE, who

received Menendez's call, replied th a t
he d id .
Menendez

stated

th a t

he

was

w a itin g fo r the personal vendettas all
year long.
" N o w th a t it's the end o f the year,
it

is

a p p ro p ria te

th a t

all

these

rem arks be m a de," he said.
" I WASN'T elected President to
impress the Legislature, I was elected
to

serve

the

stu d e n ts,"

he

Ken Malmuii

won elections.

HE WAS referring to the fact that
many students were turned away
from voting because of lack of proper
identification.
Coyne stated that she felt the
system was poor from the start and
that the walkie talkie system that was
to be used as a check on double
voting was ineffective.
"We wasted $300 on a toy,” she
proclaimed. "We made a mistake and
if we correct our error, it is better
than if we let the mistake lie."
iim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Harry Morales
Former Legislator
Election outcome had bearing on
decision.

Frank Robinson
Former Vice President of External Affairs
"...the SGA acted in an irresponsible
manner..."

General Ed

Requirements Change
By Susan McGinley
Choosing courses by the "one
from column A, two from column B
m ethod," to fu lfill the college's
general education requirement is
over.

Legislators Blast M enendez
A letter of resignation sparked
critical outbursts over who was
responsible for the demise of the
election rules, at the SGA Legislative
meeting on May 11.
Also at the same meeting, College
Life Union Board (CLUB) saw its
budget postponed for another week
f o ll o w i n g
a
c o n tro v e rs ia l
parliamentary ruling.
MARY
KAY
COYNE, Vice
President of Internal Affairs, in her
letter of resignation, charged that the
SGA "doesn't
have the guts
to
correct their mistakes,"
CLUB w ill have to wait another
week for its budget because Kevin
Kesby, SGA Vice President, said that
the budget could not be discussed
because the author of the bill was not
present.
Following Coyne's letter, Victoria
Smith,
Speech
and
Theater
Representative,
read a statement
authored by Coyne during the
elections.
THE STATEMENT said that
Manny C. Menendez, SGA President,
was responsible for the way the
elections were handled.
Menendez replied that "The entire
Legislature, Elections Committee and

Mary Kay Coyne

Former Vice President of Internal Affairs
SGA Attorney General
SGA was more concerned over who
"...violations were not severe enough,

proclaimed,
Sherry Morgan, Chairwoman of
the Elections Committee, said that
there
was
no
communication
between the committee and the
administration.
" I felt that I was lied to and
ignored.
I
counted
on
the
administration
to
provide
an
adequate phone system between the
two polls. There was none," she
charged.
CLUB'S BUDGET was amended
so that the Spring and Winter Balls
would be included. However, when
another motion was made to increase
monies for concerts, Kesby ruled that
the budget could no longer be
discussed
since
the
author,
Menendez, was not present. He had
left the meeting about halfway
through.
Upon protest from the floor, Ken
Malmud, SGA Attorney General,
gave his opinion based on the statutes
that discussion could still be made.
Kesby ignored Malmud's statement.
A motion to override the chair's
decision was also overruled as being
an illegal m o tio n ... Kesby then
recessed the meeting.

MSC's
General
Education
Committee, with the endorsement of
Irwin Gawley, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, has recommended
the elimination of the distribution
requirement
from
the
general
education curriculum.
J U D Y
K A U F M A N ,
Administrative Assistant to Gawley,
said, "A survey was taken by school
counselors and it was found that
most students are automatically
f u lf illin g
the
d is trib u tio n
requirements."
In the past, students had to make
sure they chose courses that fulfilled
the distribution requirement of the
general education requirement. A
course fulfilled the distribution
requirement if it fell into one of the
following categories that are listed in
the schedule booklets: modes of
inqu’ y, interdisciplinary studies,
pub'.c action and/or social issues and
modes of expression.
Kaufman explained, "The survey
found the current listing of courses as
unwiedly and confusing for the
students. Since students appear to be
choosing diversified courses, we can
eliminate the requirement and still
maintain the purpose of having a
general education requirement."
THE PURPOSE of the general
education requirement, as stated in
the course schedule booklets, is to
have students develop a broad
amount of knowledge and grow as a
person while becoming a specialist in
his or her field of study.
The definition of the Common
Core subjects has also been changed.
Up to now the course booklets stated
that the Common Core consisted of
selecting 18 semester hours from

three schools other than the student's
own. A t least six semester hours must
be
taken
sequentially in one
department.
In the fall 1976 booklets the
Common Core definition w ill appear
with the elimination of the word
"sequential." Students w ill have to
elect 18 semester hours from the
general education offerings o f three
schools other than his or her own.
Six semester hours have to be taken
within one department.
ACCORDING TO Kaufman,
“ The sequential requirement has
always meant that students had to
take a course that was more indepth
than the previous course he or she
elected in that department. But the
word 'sequential' seemed to confuse
many of the students. So to make
things easier for the students we have
eliminated that word from the
Common Core definition. Yet, the
requirement is actually the same as it
has been."
Manny
C. Menendez >SGA
President explained, "We're calling
for research to be done to see if it is
feasible to standardize the amount of
credits needed for a BA or a BS
throughout the state colleges. Since
next semester the colleges w ill be
switching over to a per credit base of
paying, it w ill cost more to go to
some state colleges than others."
Menendez said that this bill was
being directed toward the Board of
Trustees. According to Menendez it is
better to work through the right
channels and seek approval of the
college's trustees before going to the
people in Trenton w ith the request of
equalization of credits throughout
the state colleges.
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Long's Short,
Marco Wins

State Tests Would Discriminate
By Janet Byrne
The
Educational
Opportunity
Fund (EOF) program at MSC and
statewide w ill be potentially defunct
if members of the Commission on
Financing Post-Secondary Education
pass two of their own proposals
Mon., May 17 in a meeting at Ryder
College, according to Robert Cherry,
a member of the MSC Committee
Against Racism (CAR).
Approximately 600 MSC students
receive EOF funds, the college's EOF
office estimated Wednesday, with
approximately 80% being black or
Hispanic, according to Cherry.
CHERRY
SAID
the
two
proposals,
identified
by the
Commission as principles 19 and 20,
w ill potentially eliminate the EOF
program by weeding from public and

private NJ colleges, students who in
their
sophomore
year
fail
a
"m inim um basic skills competency"
exam and by placing them in what
the Commission calls "developmental
education programs."
"The whole issue of testing and
traditional skill development is not
per se what myself and CAR object
to ," Cherry stated. "We are opposed
to
standardized tests used to
segregate and decide degree-granting.
"The point of EOF," Cherry
continued, "is to deal w ith people
within the college environment."
CHERRY SAID he is convinced
that the Commission is intent on
having all college sophomores pass a
competency exam before proceeding
to junior year.
"T heir bottom-line agreement is
the competency test after sophomore

Cousins Cites Failure
In US-Soviet Talks
By Meryl Yourish
"The purpose of detente . . . is to
keep the differences between the two
countries from setting both countries
and the world on fire ," Norman
Cousins explained in his lecture in
the Student Center ballrooms on May
11.
Cousins, Editor of the "Saturday
Review" since 1942 and participant
in the Dartmouth Conferences since
1959 gave a talk on the topic of
United States-Soviet relations.
COUSINS HAS just been a
member
of
the
most
recent
conference in Arizona last week. He
said that the talks have been failing
for several reasons. He cited the arms
race, the Jackson Amendment (which
proposes that Congress has power
over the emigration of Soviet Jews),
the increasingly anti-Soviet issues in
the
Presidential
race and the
breakdown in US-Soviet relations.
"T he significant thing about this
particular meeting that distinguishes
it from the previous meetings was
that both the Americans and the
Russians recognized a new dimension
in the discussions," Cousins said,
adding that " fo r the first time since
these talks began, the Americans and
the Russians recognized that what
they said to each other was really not
that important as the problems that
lay outside both countries."
The Dartmouth Conferences are
meetings between US and Soviet
diplomats and private citizens to
discuss detente. The USSR pays more
attention to developments than does
the US government, although the
Conference was instrumental in
serving as a go-between during the
Cuban Missile Crisis. The legendary
"h o t lin e " between Moscow and
Washington was established as a
result of that effort.
COUSINS ALSO emphasized the
prospect of a world security force to
keep world peace. He said that the
treaties we have now are worthless
because a country breaks one
whenever it sees the need. Cousins
mentioned Angola as an example.
Cousins depicted the future as a
grim situation concerning the nuclear
and non-nuclear arms race. He said
that there are a number of individuals
in the US and Russia that are capable
o f "pushing the b u tto n " that could
start the end of the world.
He scoffed at the idea that bomb
shelters in either country w ill be of

use in case of a nuclear catastrophe.
He said that the surface temperature
of the planet would be so hot the
shelters would suck in the heat and
become crematories.
THE
ONLY
hope
for
us,
according to Cousins, is to have a
sensible and effective world security
system and to reach an accord w ith
the
Soviet
Union.
Eventually,
Cousins hopes that the countries of
the world w ill be united, just as the
13 colonies were united 200 years
ago.
Using
the
post-Revolutionary
period as a parallel of the world
situation today, Cousins explained
that the 13 colonies were fighting
over things such as boundaries and
interstate taxes.
Cousins said that even w ith the
different
customs,
laws
and
languages, the colonies united to
form a country. He would like to see
the countries of the world unite and
form a planet-wide organization.
The lecture was sponsored by the
Council on International and
National Affairs.

year," he said.
According to information released
by the Commission itself, one
implication of principle 19 is that
"The students eliminated may be
disproportionately from m inority or
low income groups."
AN IMPLICATION of principle
20, the Commission notes, is that
"Restrictions of the program lim it
the
choice
of
low-achieving,
low-income students."
The "w hole th ru st" of principles
19 and 20, Cherry charged, is " t o get
EOF people out of the college
program."
Listed by the Commission as an
additional implication of principle 19
is "The meaning of a college degree
w ill be upgraded."
"Principles 19 and 20 are going to
be adopted by the state unless
someone
cogently
responds to
them ," Cherry speculated. "They're
not going to be easy to sidestep," he
added.
Principle 20 provides that "A ll
resident high school graduates who
do not possess the basic skill
c o m p e te n c ie s
fo r
co lle g e
matriculation are eligible to receive a
state
voucher
w ith
which
to
participate
in
a
two
level
Developmental Studies Program."
THE
V O U C H ER
program
"necessarily takes some student
financial aid funds away from
m a tric u la tin g
students,"
the
Commission notes.
"Students who are placed in the
Level II Study Skills program may
use the voucher at any New Jersey
collegiate institution or certified
non-collegiate program," principle 20
reads.
One option the Commission
suggests for making principle 19
"operatipnal"
is
"A fte r
two
years... all
students
in
college
institutions would take a competency
exam ... Those
students
enrolled
in ... degree programs at senior
institutions who failed ... would be
discouraged from continuing; they
would be declared ineligible for state
student aid and institutional subsidies
would not be awarded for them ... "

By Phil Salerno
Marcoantonio Lacatena defeated Cindy Long in the race for the
American Federation o f Teachers (AFT) Presidency by a vote of
102-80. Lacatena estimated the turnout at 75%.
Long w illingly accepted the credit for the heavy voter turnout.
She feels that because she ran an issue oriented campaign and it was
the first time Lacatena was opposed there was greater interest than
usual in the election.s.
THIS WAS the second time the election ballots were collected
this year. Originally, the election was held on April 20 but the
ballots were accidently thrown out by a janitor.
Long attributed the loss to both the new AFT contract and the
lost election ballots.
" I th in k ," Long said, "th e contract demoralized a lo t o f faculty
members because Marco said it was either vote fo r the contract or
go on strike. Everyone was upset over the layoffs and firings. It was
very cynical."
CONCERNING THE bungled ballots, Long feels the mistake had
a detrimental affect on her momentum. "I'm not saying I would
have won but I think it would have been closer." She added that
until the very end the ballot count was extremely close.
Long, Assistant Professor of Political Science, ran a strong
campaign against the incumbent Lacatena, issuing pamphlets every
week, according to Lacatena.
"She handed out tw o or three pieces of literature every week,”
Lacatena said.
THE HARD campaign conducted by Long, according to
Lacatena, was a major factor in the heavy turnout and the close
finish.
"Basically," explained Lacatena, "she campaigned hard and I
should have."
Lacatena said he did not campaign heavily because he was
involved w ith the contract negotiations.
ALTHOUGH LAC ATENA refused to say, Long was willing to
announce her candidacy for next year.
Despite the loss. Long was far from disheartened. She received
44% of the vote and said she was pleased with her showing.
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The Depot has your
Student Discount
* * *
This card entitles registered
bearer whose name appears
onthe reverse to an extra
10% savings
ng: on all non-sale
merchandise at The Depot.
o

10% Savings

College students save an extra
10% at The Depot with our
Student Discount Card. Just
present your student I D.
and register for extra
savings on our already low
prices on jeans, jackets, work
pants, shirts, coordinates;
including pre-washed! All with
famous names like Levi’s® and

O

Lee®. Now with the cost of
most everything going up (includ
ing the cost of a good education)
the cost of looking good is going
down thanks to The Depot,
purveyors of Levi's® and Lee®.

10:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday thru
Saturday. West Belt Mall,
Wayne, New Jersey
at the junction of Routes 46 and 23.
In the same mall as J.C. Penney
and Korvettes. (201) 785-3527

PURVEYORS OF
LEVI'S® AND LEE ®

JOSE CUERVO* TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED A N D BOTTLED BY ©1975. HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD, CONN.
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Professional Panel
Debates Quinlan Case
By Sharon Beron
To discuss the disconnection of Karen Quintan's life preserving respirator
and then her right to die respectably is to open a Pandora's box of controversy
with respect to legal, medical, cutural, ethical and religious proceedings.
Monday marked the opening of such a box in the Student Center
Conference Rooms as Howard Beardsley, Director of the hosting Willowbrook
Ministries, said " I f psychologically speaking we are able to deal with this in a
'progressive way', we enter into a whole new realm o f decision-making."
" A MATTER of Life and Death: Implications of the Quinlan Case" titled
the informative debate as life's total worth was weighed by a variety of
qualified personages.
Dealing w ith the highly publicized case, Benjamin Lichtenberg, Professor of
Bio-Ethics at Caldwell College questioned who shall live and who shall die,
positive and negative euthanasia, Legislators of fate, extraordinary means, and
the technical definition of the concept of man.
"Can man play God?" he asked the concerned .audience. "Even though
there are many things we can do, should our freedoms see certain untouchable
lim its?" he continued.
ACCORDING TO Lichtenberg Quinlan meets the physical qualifications of
human existence, although her mental facilities have suffered an irreversable
condition medically referred to as "brain death."
In considering the imperfections subject to mind and body, the panel
sidetracked to areas of senility and mental retardation. "Extraordinary means
are relative to direct circumstance," Lichtenberg said. "What seems
extenuating in one situation may not be judged as such in another," he
continued.
"Natural processes should not be impeded physically," Willard Heckel,
Dean of Rutgers School of Law stated in his legally-oriented commentary.
CENTERING HIS speech on guardianship, decision-making and respective
implications, he was concerned with the fact that the treating physician
refused to disconnect Karen's respirator. "A number of doctors would have
accomodated the Quinlan's pleas but this one stuck to his medical
convictions," he said. "The restraint of doctors, hospitals and prosecutors
from intervening in opposing decisions would have been appreciated by the
unfortunate fa m ily," he added.
According to Stuart Cook of the Department of Neurology at the East
Orange Veterans Hospital, "The medical field is divided on such an issue.
Some doctors believe in the sanctity of life, preserving it at all costs," he said.
"Those in this school of thought adhere to the right to live, refusing to
disconnect the respirator," he continued^ “ In reverse to this theory, Others feel
dbligerted to'save life but are wHIinrg to bend when the situation at hand
warrants it," he added.
ACCORDING TO Cook, these are "the right to die physicians."
Roger Shinn, Professor of Applied Theology at Union Seminary, stated that
an invasion of privacy was at stake in this case. "People, not mere principles
are involved. We must talk, think and then come to the best conclusions
possible for the future ," he said.
Calling the Quinlan situation "an atrocity without a villain," he questioned
keeping the machine going. "Specialists are doing their best to preserve an
irreversibly damaged life ," he stated.
"There are no perfect answers. We are finite human beings. We die. We
rarely can be certain in any decision we encounter. There is no absolute right,"
Shinn concluded.

Z ? Yr f€ TZ T / : f" * r' ,'“"m ®*“*
a im Life
u T Union
u
»
College
Board(CLUB)
sponsored event.

A "breach o f academic freedom"
concerning the firing of Rosanne
LaPaglia, Sprague Librarian, was the
reason given for protesting by faculty
members in front of the library last
Friday afternoon.
Standing on the library steps or
walking in the near vicinity, faculty
members from various departments
were carrying signs and asking
passers-by to sign a petition for the
reappointment of LaPaglia for the
1976-77 academic year.
BARBARA CHASIN, Assistant
Professor of Sociology and group
spokesman explained that the All
College
Faculty
Review
Board
examined LaPaglia's case, concerning
the ordering o f a document and the
subsequent harassment and loss of
her position she received as a result.
They found, in LaPaglia's favor,
that she had "received inadequate
consideration" and that her academic
freedom has been violated.
In view of these findings, the
faculty protesters were asking for
signatures of other faculty members
to present at the Board of Trustees
meeting on Wed., May 19 so that the

Board would seriously consider the
situation at hand.
THE ENTIRE incident began
when LaPaglia requested the ordering
of the transcript of a hearing held
before
the
Public Employees
Relation Commission (PERC) in
regard to the issue of whether
Assistant Library Directors belong in
the bargaining unit.
LaPaglia explained
that she
ordered the document in the interest
of all librarians and that as a member
of
the
New
Jersey
Library
Association (NJLA) she must keep
abreast
of
current happenings
concerning the library in any way.
A t the PERC hearings, which
handle the disputes between the state
and union, it was found that Blanche
Haller, Sprague Library Director,
testified in contradiction to her own
library actions, according to Chasin.
ACCORDING TO Richard Franks,
Assistant Professor of Anthropology,
this included a denial that no one was
dismissed from the library when, in
fact, a number of persons were and
the fact that certain library personnel
were not making administrative
decisions when in reality they are.
Haller felt she could not comment

«X

m od „

S e n io rs Prepare F o r
G ra d u a tio n H ig h lig h ts

rH in lp w
By Susan M
McGinley
On Sun., May 30 at 5 pm 10,000
people are expected to gather in
Sprague
F ie ld
to
witness
approximately 2000 seniors and 700
MA candidates graduate from MSC.
For most of the graduates much

Librarian Firing Draws Protest
By Helen Moschetto

“• °"»' »*”

***■ S“ “ ' * "

since the case was still pending.
Haller said that administrative
members are "n o t permitted to
discuss publicly any matters which
are under adjudication" and she felt
she was obligated to abide by the
rules.
SINCE THE time of LaPaglia's
request for the document she,
according to Chasin, was subject to
harassment in the form o f charges
placed in her personal file. Finally,
after she had originally received
positive
recommendations
for
reappointment, the tables turned and
Haller changed her decision to a
negative one.
LaPaglia felt the positive to
negative change in her reappointment
was totally unjustified and hoped the
protestors would be able to pressure
the administration to change.
Chasin coined the whole matter
"very suspicious" and felt it unjust
that "People who are doing good jobs
are being fired.'1
LaPAGLIA,
IN
response to
faculty actions, hopes they w ill
"demand that minimally accepted
personnel policies w ill be imposed on
the lib ra ry" in order that staff
members can speak out "w ith o u t fear
of repraisal."

time and energy has gone into
preparing for graduation. According
to Edward Martin, Assistant Dean of
Students, the college has also been
busy
preparing for the 1976
commencement exercises.
MARTIN SAID, "The college tries
to plan a graduation that is
meaningful and fulfilling to the
students. The college has an Honors,
T ra d itio n s
and
Procedures
Committee that evaluates last year's
g ra d u a tio n
and
recommends
improvements. This committee is
made up of administration, faculty
and students."
Martin also said that this year a
senior committee is working on
graduation plans.
The SGA has appropriated $4000
for the committee to use for
graduation activities.
THE SENIOR Committee has
announced that there will be a senior
banquet on Thurs., May 20 at 8 pm
in the Wayne Manor. Bids w ill be $9
per person. A graduating senior will
be entitled to two bids. According to
Bridget Stecher, a member of the
senior committee, there will be a
cocktail hour with hot hors d'oeuvres
followed by a four hour open bar and
dancing. Also, this year there will be
school receptions held prior to
graduation for
seniors, faculty,
parents and guests.
Martin said, "We hope that these
receptions, to be held at 2:30 pm on
graduation day, will provide one last
opportunity for students to point out
significant people in his or her
academic career to his parents and
guests."

AMONG THE things the senior
committee is working on is the senior
class gift. Maryanne Preztunik, SGA
Secretary, said that the SGA and the
committee are looking into the
possibility of purchasing emergency
call boxes as the Class of 1976's gift
to the college. The call boxes would
be placed in desolate places on
campus, such as the quarry parking
lot, in order to cut down the crime
rate on campus. No definite gift has
been decided upon.
MSC
President
David
W.D.
Dickson
has asked Manny C.
Menendez, SGA President, to give the
senior
address
at
graduation.
Menendez said, "This is the first time
that an SGA president has spoken at
graduation. It's a nice honor."
Menendez w on't be the only one
addressing the seniors at graduation.
This year James P. Shenton o f
Columbia University will give the
Commencement Address. According
to Ed Martin, Shenton is also among
those people who w ill be Honorary
Degree
recipients.
Along
with
Shenton, Eileen L. Corcoran and E.
DeAlton Partridge w ill also be
recipients.
Martin noted that MSC has been
designated
as the
Bicentennial
College. A t the graduation exercises
there w ill be a ceremony at which
time MSC w ill be presented the
Bicentennial flag by the State.
Martin also said that seniors may
pick
up
their
four
souvenir
invitations at his office located in
C-21 7. However, graduates may bring
as many guests as they would like to
the ceremony.
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Classified

Datebook

A R T M A J O R S : I am lo o k in g fo r
som eone to d o a p o rtra it sketch
o f m y s ix ye a r-o ld son. C o n ta ct
G e ra ld S m ith , 7 4 4 -3 5 5 7 .

TODAY, THURS., M AY 13
LECTURE. Robert Russett, filmmaker. He w ill show three of his films and
discuss the ideas and visual sources which influence his work. Sponsored by
the Fine Arts Department, Calcia Auditorium , 3-5 pm.
SAT., M AY 15
MASS. Sponsored by Newman Community. Newman House, 6:30 pm.
SUN., M AY 16
MASS. Studio Theater, 11 am. Newman House, 7:30 pm.
MON., M AY 17
SLIDE PRESENTATION against the B-1 Bomber. Sponsored by the Newman
Community and the Anthropology Department. Student Center Meeting
Room 2, 11 am-1 pm. Free.
MEETING. Music and Arts Organizations Committee (MAOC) general
meeting. MAOC O ffice, 5:15 pm.
TUES., M AY 17
SLIDE PRESENTATION against the B-1 Bomber. Sponsored by the Newman
Community and the Antropology Department, Student Center Meeting Room
4, 11 am - 1 pm. Free.
MEETING. Conservation Club. Mallory Hall, room 262, 4 pm.

FO R
SALE:
N ew
$ 1 7 5 . C all 3 6 6 -0 1 4 7 .

Swede.

GRADUATE
C O U PLE
seek
house,
p e t,
c h ild -s ittin g
fo r
sum m er session. R easonable. Call
A l, 8 9 3 -4 2 1 8 .

STUDENT
S P E C IA L IZ IN G
In
m usic teaching w ill give piano
lessons.
Beginners
w elcom e!
6 6 7 -2 3 7 5 .

F O R S A L E : 1974 M ustang II
G h ia , e x c e lle n t c o n d itio n . V in y l
r o o f,
power
steering,
brakes.
A u to m a tic , a m -fm ra d io , d ig ita l
c lo c k . Best o ffe r. 4 7 2 -7 1 1 2 .

P R IV A T E T U T O R IN G available
fo r sciences and related fields.
Call M ichele, 7 5 9 -7 5 3 9 , betw een
9 am -4 pm .

F O R S A L E : 20 p o u n d propan e
c y lin d e r, h a rd ly used. $ 2 0 . Call
B o b , 7 7 2 -4 6 8 1 , a fte r 6 pm .

■Ill............. .......................................................................................I.......I.......I.......... I

Biology &

W A N T E D : S G A poster p rin te r fo r
n e x t sem ester. Reasonable salary.
C o n ta c t th e S G A O ffic e , S tu d e n t
C e n te r fo u r th flo o r o r phone
8 9 3 -4 2 0 2 , 4 2 0 3 .

Club

F O R S A L E : L ig h t m e ter, Grossen
S u p e rp ilo t. In c id e n t o r re flected
readings w ith exte n d e d range.
$ 3 5 . T im C o ste llo , 6 6 6 -8 9 2 3 ,
evenings.

PICNIC

APARTM ENT
SALE:
Beds,
dressers, lo ts o f great s tu f f! Sat.,
M ay 29 at 8 :3 0 am . 2 8 B ro o k fie ld
R d., M o n tc la ir. 7 4 4 -1 6 1 9 .

Any faculty memberlor student as it may apply) interested in
applying for any of the grants below, and wanting additional information,
should contact Ralph Ferrerra, Director, College Development, or Janice
Green, Graduate Assistant, at x4332. For info on additional grants see
Faculty/Staff Perspective or call office.

Thurs., May 27
1 pm

S U B JE C TS
NEEDED
fo r
p s y c h o lo g ic a l e x p e rim e n t. $2 fo r
20 m in u te s . Call 89 3 -4 6 5 7 fo r
in fo rm a tio n .

EDUCATION

FO R S A L E : 3 0 0 0 B T U ro o m air
c o n d itio n e r. B ran d ne w , w a rra n ty
In e ffe c t. Paid $ 1 5 0 ne w . A skin g
$ 1 1 0 . 4 4 0 -3 1 1 9 .

Deadline- May 24
U.S. Office of Education
"Support Services fo r Programs of Bilingual Education" Support w ill be
provided for an operation of a training resource center, a' materials
development center, or a dissemination/assessment center related to bilingual
education. Institution ss o f higher education must apply jo in tly with local
educational agencies.

F O R S A L E : 10 speed, m en's
2 4 -In ch
b ik e .
F rench -m ake ,
e x c e lle n t c o n d itio n . Paid $1 50,
asking $ 1 0 0 . 4 4 0 -3 1 1 9 .__________ _
*

— ■

—

—

—

Tickets on sale now in
Student Center and
Biology office!

.

I WANTED MTST Operator |
for MONTCLARION
Pain Position
l ____ £aU_89_3_5i_69_

|

If you have problems or questions regarding:
Dealings with College

Government Benefits

Law Suits

Civil Rights

Landlord-Tenant
Employment
Matrimonial
Criminal
Negligence
Automobile
Consumerism

Insurance

Property

Estates

Debts

Other Legal Areas

SGA’s got the answers!

Legal Aid By Two Qualified
Lawyers
FREE
1 pm- 4 pm
Every Wednesday 5 pm- 6:30 pm
\

SGA office Student Center fourth floor

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiN a iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

FO R
SALE:
In v lc ta
a m /fm
stereo. G oo d c o n d itio n . Power
b o x tu r n ta b le , tw o speakers. $5 0.
Call S haw n, 7 4 4 -9 8 6 7 , ro o m 206.

RESEARCH GRANTS

Deadline- May 24
U.S. Office of Education
"Training Programs" Support w ill be provided for training programs
designed to prepare personnel to participate in, or fo r personnel participating
in, the conduct of programs of bi-lingual education, including programs
emphasizing opportunities for career development, advancement and lateral
mobility.

telecaster.

F O R S A L E : H agstrom
$ 2 2 5 . Call 3 6 6 -0 1 4 7 .

M E N W A N T E D : F u ll- tim e d a y or
p a rt-tim e eve ning as p a rk in g lo t
a tte n d a n ts at n e a rb y restaurants
and c o u n try clu b s. C all 2 2 6 -3 7 7 1 .

FO R S A L E : 1974 Porsche 91 4,
2 .0 lite r engine. M e ta llic silver,
a m -fm stereo, appearance gro u p .
Best o ffe r. Call 26 1 -9 0 2 2 .
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Health Fair Detects
Medical Problems
Bv Joanne Swanson
MSC students could have saved themselves up to $150 by
participating in last week’s free Health Fair.
Michael S. Davidson, Assistant Professor of health at MSC and
Chairman of the fair, explained that doctors' bills and lab costs for
the tests offered would have normally amounted to close to $1 50.
The tests, however, were offered to MSC students free of charge.
DAVIDSON BELIEVES that the fair was successful in two ways.
It located undetected medical problems in students and it made
them aware of the health problems which do exist.
According to Davidson, the detection of medical problems alone
made the Health Fair worthwhile, A case of extremely high blood
pressure was found this year as well as many eye problems.
Davidson was surprised at the number of high blood pressure cases
which turned up.
"The success of the fair was measured in terms of saving one life
now or later on. Dozens and dozens o f very serious problems have
been detected," Davidson said.
RESULTS WERE not yet known for the diabetes, sickle-cell
anemia, TB or pap tests which were also given.
According to Davidson many health problems go undetected
because students don't have a doctor or simply don’t go to one. The
Health Fair is used as a screening process. Davidson feels that It is
unfortunate that money is not available to offer more services and
to do so more frequently.
In addition, the various booths and exhibits at the fair provided
literature on all aspects of health including alcohol, drug abuse,
birth control, pollution and consumer information. Over 50
organizations were represented.
ACCORDING TO Davidson, each representative was funded by
his own organization. He explained that the Health Fair works on
only a $300 budget provided by the Panzer Student Association, a
Physical Education organization. This money is used for publicity
and to pay for certain parts of the testing.
Davidson hopes the fair will be expanded in the future to include
enough money for blood testing for cholesterol counts, for example.
The pap test was done for the first time this year and was
worthwhile in terms of the number tested.
HE ALSO sees the possibility for the establishment of a new
course in health delivery which w ill provide a series o f mini health
W w i*»«
- -~v - «

Student Broadcasters Show
Creativity With Telerad
By Susan McGinley
The television studio in College
Hall took on the aura of a
professional tv studio last Tuesday
when the broadcasting students of
MSC presented "Telerad 6.”
The broadcasting students have
worked all semester long to produce
e ig h t
ho urs
of
television
programming that is "aired" in an
eight hour block on Telerad day in
order to simulate a professional tv
broadcasting day.
BECAUSE THE college does not
have the facilities to broadcast
television
signals.
Telerad was
videotaped and was shown on
Wednesday in Life Hall and will be
shown again today in the Student
Center from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.

This allows the rest of the campus to
see what MSC students are doing
with television.
Telerad is a bi-semester student
run project. There were 23 programs
produced this semester for Telerad.
The shows varied in length from 15
minutes to one hour productions.
The type of programming ranged
from game shows to dramas.
Among the shows produced was
an interview with
Vin Scelsa,
WNEW-fm radio DJ. He talked with
the show's producer, Jim Hart, about
his work at WNEW and what life is
like for a New York DJ.
OTHER
SHOWS
highlighting
Telerad were Space 1939, a spoof on
Flash Gordon, produced and directed
by Larry Hopper and America's

SGA Announces
New Legislators

The organizers a1 the fa ir have trie d -to o b ta in a g ra n t fo r fu rth e r
fu n d in g o f the fa ir b u t have n o t y e t been successful.

The Health Fair welcomed outsiders as well as campus students.

The SGA has announced the
winners of the Legislative elections,
held this past week in the Student
Center. They include:
Biology — Karen Kasper and
George Davatelis
Administrative Sciences — Denis
Collins and Cliff Miras
Fine Arts — Patti Cioffi and
Willian Johnson
Music — Wayne Kortweg
Spanish/ltalian — Jose Fuentes
Communications Sciences — Susan
Slusarczyk and Shirley Alston
Home Economics — Wanda Rhett
English — Deborah Boyd and

Sharon Beron
Chemistry - David Oxley
Psychology - Annette DiNapoli
and Yvonne Hansard
History — Harold Ferguson
Political Science —John Slorance
Speech and Theater - Francis
Tinsley and Greg Williams
Uncommitted Students — Michelle
Lukas
School of Professional Arts and
Sciences — Patrick Foley
A ll Legislative positions become
effective on June 1, with their terms
of office ending on May 30, 1977.

MSC Honors Faculty A t Authors' Conference
MSC held its annual Authors'
Reception on Monday in Russ Hall
Lounge,
honoring
13
faculty
members and one Professor Emeritus
who have had books published during
the past year.
The School of Humanities was
represented by Barry Jacobs and
Shahla Anand of the English
department; Kay S. Wilkins of the
French department and Sara Prieto
of the Spanish department.
HONORED IN the School of
Social and Behavioral Sciences were
Roda Unger and Thomas B. Perera of
the Psychology department and
Ernest Fincher, a Professor Emeritus
of Political Science.
Four authors from the School of
Mathematics and Science were
honored, including Stephen W.
Kowalski and John Thiruvathukal of
the Physics/Geoscience department;
Max Sobel of the Mathematics
department and Michael McCormick
of the Biology department.
Also included in the honorees are
two faculty members from the
School
of
Educational
and
Community Services, George Heiss
and Gerhard Lang. Both teach in the
E ducational
Foundations
department.
JACOBS IS being honored for his
translation of Gunnar
Pradell's
Strindberg in Inferno.
Anand is the
author of A Potpourri of Thoughts
on
Enalish
Literature.
Some
Aspects of the Irrational in 18th
Century France was published by
Wilkins. Prieto co-authored a text in
Spanish,
Espanol Ejercicious y
Composicion,
with her husband,
Louis.

Perera and his wife, Gretchen,
co-authored Your Brain
Power.
Unger
co-authored
Woman:
Dependent or Independent Variable?
with Florence L. Denmark ot City
University of New York. Fincher's
book is an
update of

his text, The Government of the
United States.
Thiruvathukal and McCormick
co -a u th o re d
•Elements
0f
Oceanography.
Sobel
wrote
Algebra for College Students
with
Norbert Lerner, an MSC alumnus

T T N S
H

JUNE

l ELD

AVENUE.

12,

E

7:30

WEST ORANGE,
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Management Trainee

EXPEDITOR
Exciting career opportunity!

TICKETS: $ 5 .5 0 AND $ 6.5 0
M X SEATS RESERVED AND
AVAILABLE AT THE
SOUTH MOUNTAIN ARENA
BOX OFFICE
(CALL 2 0 1 /7 3 6 -2 9 9 7 ) a
AND ALL
/
(g jT lC K E T W J N OUTLETS
(CALL 2 1 2 / 541-7291

A

teaching at the State University of
New York at Cortland. Kowalski
wrote
a
text
book
entitled
Consumer Science.
The Heiss-Lang book is entitled
A Practical
Guide
To Research
Methods.

Great National Pastimes, a satiric
look at America, produced by Jim
Sears.
A
special
hour
long
presentation of the work of Samuel
Becket was performed by Ed Gerro,
Speech and Theater major. A ll the
shows on Telerad are entirely student
produced and directed.
Howard Travis, a Broadcasting
Instructor said, "Telerad is a very
valuable experience for Broadcasting
majors. When we interview students
who want to come into the
Broadcasting department they have
all stated that they are aiming for a
professional career in broadcasting.
Telerad allows students to get a small
glimpse of what they can expect
when they go into professional
broadcasting."
Travis stated that he believes that
Telerad is the only project of this
type in any of the state colleges. He
also said that if students can survive
the hectic activities and pressures of
Telerad plus enjoy working on it then
they have probably made a good
choice of professions.
TELERAD 6 was coordinated by
a student elected executive board.
This semester the members of the
board were: Executive Producer, Jim
Sears;
Supervisors
of
Taped
Programs, Rich Hatch and Jim Hart;
Supervisor of Live Programs and
News, Donna Daniels and Director of
Publicity, John Fugel.
Rich Hatch explained the duties
and
problems
of
TELERAD
executive board, "Being on the board
is a semester long job. Every time
someone is taping a show, one of us
has to be down in the tv studio. We
try to only have shows of good
quality. But the equipment here is
not that good so that puts more
pressure on the producers and us to
turn out broadcast quality shows."
Hatch admitted that although
there was a lot of work involved in
Telerad, the students gain a lot of tv
experience by participating in it.

BOX OFFICE OPEN MON.
THROUGH SAT. 11-6

If you are graduating from college and
interested in joining the excitement of
retail management, we may have the
job for you. We are currently accepting
applications for full-time expeditors.
These are trainee positions which may
lead to senior executive positions.
Enjoy full range of company benefits
including storewide employee discount.

E__

R

I__

C

ANDERSEN

WILLOWBROOK
Equal Opportunity M /F
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Spyder Wins Rally
By Am y Kroll
By 11:50 am a line of cars wound
itself halfway up the road leading out
of the quarry — 21 in all, each with
paper plates taped to the sides,
waiting for last Sunday's 2nd Annual
Road Rally sponsored by the MSC
Math Club to begin.
"The object of the rally is to
finish in the shortest time, to stop at
each checkpoint and to answer all the
questions included in the direction
sheet correctly," Donna Lombardelli,
a member of the Math Club, said.
"The time alloted to complete the
course is an hour fo rty minutes. At
the finish one point is subtracted for
every second over the time lim it and
ten
points for every question
answered incorrectly," she added.
Each team consisted of two

people, a driver and a navigator.
AT EXACTLY noon the first car
left. Entries were staggered one
minute apart giving each car a chance
to stay far enough away from the
others.
The first direction was 270
degrees at T which meant a left turn
onto Upper Mountain Ave. A typical
question on the direction sheet was:
"What kind of wood is found in
Great
Notch?"
The
answer:
"In w o o d ," of course, referring to the
Inwood apartments.
The rally ended at Brookdale
Park. The first place team was
Barbara Schiffman and Bernadette
Wiltshire who drove a Fiat 124
Sports Spyder. Second place went to
Lori Winkle and Jeff Heike and third
to Ken Hamm and Pete Jakiemcheck.

Mario
By Irene McKnight
Signs on campus reading “ Mario is
Coming" preceded the visit of Mario
Murillo, a campus chaplain from the
University of California at Berkeley
and founder of Resurrection City on
the Berkeley campus.
Murillo began his April 29th
lecture, which was sponsored by Chi
Alpha, a religious fraternity on
campus, by telling the crowd of
approximately 200 people that his
purpose was to "force them to
th in k ."
CLAIMING THAT honesty and
scientific thinking are often not
found in the university system in the
same way that they are often absent
in the church, M urillo said, "A ny
religion or philosophy that prides
itself in its complicated process is
shrouded. I've met a lo t of people
who are 'OD -ing'on their library card
but have never tasted asphalt and
never tasted real life. And if they had
to dump their government grants
where they were pursuing their third
PhD in a row, wouldn’t know how to
get a job in a McDonald's. And that's
life and that's reality," Murillo
stated.
Criticizing the Eastern religions
for their roots in selfishness and
introversion, M urillo said, " I cannot
see where Eastern religions have
really affected the condition of

mankind. How many hospitals does it
build? How many people does it
feed? Are its people socially changed
or enlightened by it? "
M urillo
also
criticized
the
Transcendental
Meditation
(TM)
movement for their obsession with
proving that they are not religious in
nature. The fact that TM is not a
religion does not exonerate it to be
beyond
question,
M urillo
said.
"N ixon was not a religion, Nazism
was not a religion. So there is nothing
intrinsically holy about something
not being a religion, I would contend
that what the world needs today is a
religion that really w orks," M urillo
stated emphatically.
M URILLO NOTED that when he
said Jesus was the best path to
understanding God, he was not
speaking to those who did not believe
in God, “ I can no more debate the
existence of God than I can debate
the rising of the sun tomorrow. I will
not dignify the belief that the world
occured by accident. I w ill not
dignify the belief that atheism is a
plausible,
viable
alternative
to
Christianity," Murillo reiterated.
Murillo urged the audience to
"lo o k inside themselves to find
Christ. Why do we reject what
history has proved worked in favor of
a basic commitment to just find
something that happens to agree with

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS:
FA N TA S TIC O P P O R TU N ITY TO EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN!
This is a part-time job that could lead to
a rewarding full-time career when you
graduate (up to $25,000 a year). Group
meetings will be held on Mon., May 17
and Tues., May 18 at 10 am and 2 pm.
Allow one hour. Ask for the ‘U N IV E S T’
sign up sheet in the Career Services
office. A limited number of students
will be permitted into each meeting.
Attention JUNE GRADS: We might have
something open for you

THE MAJOR complaint about the
rally was that the course led through
downtown Paterson. Cindy Presutti
and Peter Schneider, who participate
in road rallies every weekend, were
the most vocal. "Y o u never write a
course through an area like Paterson,"
Presutti asserted. "Another thing,"
Schneider interrupted, "was there
were no generals. You have a picture
of a rectangle w ith three circles in it
but you have no way of knowing for
sure that it's supposed to be a traffic
lig h t."
Most people seemed to be there
more for fun than to win. The
winners had no particular strategy.
"We knew Wayne but we didn't
know the other areas too well,"
Schiffman said. " I t was luck, that
was it," she added with a smile.

M O N T C L A R IO N /A m y K ro ll

M O S TLY L U C K : Barbara Schiffman and Bernadette Wiltshire admire their
trophies after winning the 2nd annual Road Rally sponsored b y MSC Math
Club last Sunday. The pretty pair, who drove a Fiat 124 Sports Spyder to beat
20 other teams, attribute their victory mostly to 'Tuck".

Asks200 'to
our own personality or taste like we
are choosing clothes?" he asked.
M urillo also criticized the great
amount of coverage that Jeanne
Dixon is receiving fo r her prediction
powers. Dixon, M urillo said, can
predict the falling of a tower or the
shooting of a president. These
predictions make no sense unless
they affect the basic condition of
mankind.
" I T IS important to understand
that miracles are not enough to
justify a philosophy," Murillo told
the mixed group of about half

students and half outsiders. "The
essential
difference between an
occultic miracle and a Christian
miracle is that one w ill levitate a
table and the other w ill levitate a
person out of their emptiness,"
Murillo added.
M urillo closed the lecture by
asking the audience to join him in
prayer. "A re you honest enough to
get out of the mutual admiration
society that has been constructed to
make you look righteous and your
parents look like hypocrites? You
have no right to think that you are

'

better," he said. "Y o u are feeling the
birth pains of the spiritual and moral
awakening inside of you. It is God
coming down to you and not you
disciplining yourself up to him ," he
noted.
Steve Espalma, campus chaplain
and president of Chi Alpha, noted
that M urillo has clone worK m
California involving healings of those
who believe in Christ. Resurrection
City presently is made up of 2000
members and covers several buildings
used for teaching and counseling on
the Berkeley campus.

Alliance of Jewish Student Unions
sponsors

ANNUAL PICNIC
Sun.,May 23
ALL DAY!
Shady Nook area

'

South M ountain Reservation
West Orange

(off of Pleasant Valley W ay, South Orange Ave.
and Cherry Lane)

Games, Food and
Campfire!
Co-sponsors:

JSS o f MSC, Rutgers/Newark, N J IT , Upsala
College, Drew U niversity. JSO o f Kean C ollege and U n ion
C ounty College. JSA of W illiam Paterson State College.
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Black Week ’76

M a y 1 0 - M a y 16
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Circus Should
Disband
Barnum and Bailey Circus is in Madison Square Garden
but for your $60 SGA fee you can see a better circus right
here on campus at SGA meetings.
The legislature is torn apart over the validation issue.
When it voted to validate the SGA elections this year it, in
effect,voted that its own election laws were unworkable.
Though the Legislature passed these election rules, they
trusted the Government Administration Committee so
much that they didn’t even understand what they were
passing.
The Legislature is based on a committee system. In this
system , small groups of legislators make recommendations
to the full body on what should or shouldn’t be passed
into law.
,
The committee system fails when noone is interested
enough to join a committee. This leaves the legislature
open to rule by a few.
Amidst the spit-ball throwing and name-calling that
goes on at meetings, the Legislators are questioning their
credibility. In actuality, however, there is no credibility
to question. The SGA is a student corporation that has grown
larger than its representatives.
The students at large do not identify with their
representatives. In this year’s legislative elections, only two
seats were contested out of more than 40.
Right now, the legislature is going through the “pass the
buck” stage. The elections were poorly run and everyone
is blaming everyone else for it.
Instead o f all the name-calling and resignations, the best
thing for the legislature to do is to disband itself and start
over again next semester.

EO F’s in Trouble
The Commission on Financing Post-Secondary
Education is proposing to condense the Educational
Opportunity Fund(EOF) program to include only those
students who meet their requirements. EOF is 80% black
and Hispanic at MSC.
The proposed requirements involve passing of a 10th
grade equivalency exam in the sophomore year o f college
and a minimum composite of 800 on the SAT.
Students who failed to meet these requirements would
be enrolled in Developmental Studies Programs outside the
college enviroment.
Athough the Commission’s requirements are not
stringent, efforts should be made to offer basic reading and
writing courses in college to those students who do not
meet the Commission’s requirements.

Afflicts MSC Students
By Deubie Kaslauskas
During the past few weeks various
aspects of depression have been
explored; causes, treatments, cures.
Dr.
Robert
Goggins,
PhD,
Psychological Services, MSC, stated
that depression is a frequent problem
among all ages and is the most
frequent problem at MSC.
According
t o Goggins,
“Depression is a low sense of
self-regard.” This feeling is attributed
to a build-up of stress from problems.
“The person feels that they cannot
handle problems they are
powerless,"
Goggins said.
He
continued, “ Because
you can’t
handle things well, stressing events
cause you to withdraw inside
yourself.” Goggins stated that one
hybernates while repairing their
strength. He called it, “Withdrawal to
conserve limited resources.”
EQUAL RATIOS
Neither sex has a higher rate of
depression at MSC. Goggins feels that
with the ratio of women to men
being 60 to 40, the problem is
equally distributed.
Depression has risen over the past
years. Goggins attributes this to
societal expectations to perform in
prescribed ways. Women as well as
men place demands on themselves to
perform at a high level. When
students are unable to acquire a job
after four years of college and there

is no control of the future, a poor
self-image is easy to fall into.
INCREASE DURING HOLIDAYS
The highest rate of depression and
suicide is during the holidays,
Goggins said. Because the holidays
are the times to be high spirited,
those who have a poor self-image
have the greatest difficulty being
jovial. In the spring months, anxiety
rather than depression is more of a
problem, Goggins stated.
The
Psychological
Services
Department at MSC is a free service.
That is, tuition and taxes supplement
this service for student use.
DEALING WITH DEPRESSION
The Department deals with
students in a variety of ways. The
first step is to instill hope in the
person’s heart and to help the person
realize his/her own self-worth.
Goggins said, “ If you’ve learned to be
helpless, you can learn to be
unhelpless.”
The next step the psychologist
takes is to listen; to find out where
the person is at. The psychologist can
communicate a sense of “prizing” to
the person. Once a person can
communicate what’s on his mind, he
feels a terrible burden has been lifted,
Goggins said.
BEGINNING IN THE PRESENT
If you’re wondering where this
process begins, Goggins suggests that

it begins in the present where the
person is at and you can go anywhere
from there in dealing with difficult
blues and depression.
In addition, the Department
conducts an Assertive Training
Seminar once or twice a semester. In
this seminar one learns specific ways
and strategies toward being assertive,
Goggins said. He continued, “This is
the best way to get out of depression
and the feeling of powerlessness, that
is, to acquire the feeling inside that 1
can make a difference.”
If you feel as though you’re
getting depressed, Goggins makes two
suggestions. One is to do the things
that make you feel good such as
calling a friend even though it may be
25 times harder than usual. Also it
helps to go out, to try to be
productive and to push yourself out
of the depression syndrome.
Depression is a response to things
that build up into monstrous
proportions. Another suggestion in
dealing with depressed feelings is to
restructure your work or yourself
into manageable proportions so you
have more control - more power.
The
Psychological
Services
Department
is
part
of
the
Department of Student Personnel
Services. Appointments to see the
staff psychologist are available, free
of charge, through Mrs. Day,
Secretary.

Suicide Forum

Outlet to Air Feelings
By Ellen Cohen Turk
Suicide Forum, a new discussion group, successfully
held its first meeting at the Women’s Center in Life Hall
last Thursday, May 6 for people who identify with the
issue of suicide either from first hand experience or by
association. Suicide or its contemplation, affects the
victim, the family, friends and ultimately society itself.
Working from the individual outward towards humanity,
the group has set realistic goals which places each member
in relation to one another, as well as to the world “out
there.”
The common bond of the nine people who showed up,
two of which were men, created an immediate trust which
was found to be very gratifying. This positive first
experience for such an experimental venture provided
feedback that could only be regarded as optimistic for all
concerned.
FORUM PROCEDURE
I functioned as the facilitator, rather than as the
leader, because everyone’s imput was judged to be equally
important. What I did hope to accomplish in my assigned
role was to keep the flow of conversation coming. 1
provided sources of stimulation through the reading of
my poetry and by describing my own painful experiences
as one who had attempted suicide in November of 1973.
It was made clear at the outset that Suicide Forum was
not therapy but a kind of consciousness raising group
where participants could air their private feelings in a
caring atmosphere.
Dr. Constance Waller, Director of the Women’s Center,
was present to greet the members and to offer her
encouragement for this unique support group. She will act
as a resource person but does not plan to attend all
meetings.
STAND-BY PEOPLE
In the event a person’s feelings became too difficult for
the group to manage, the person would be sent either to
Psychological Services or to the Drop-In Center,
whichever place was judged to be more appropriate at the
time. Both places are “on call” in case a crisis situation
develops. Catherine R. Bataille, Director of the Drop-In
Center had this to say about our project, “I would like to
inform you that you have the full support of the Drop-In

Center in your work. We feel that there is a definite need
for a more total approach to the problems of the suicidal
individual.”
The issue of suicide is real enough on campus because
the Drop-In Center received numerous suicide calls just
since September 1975! Professor Ruth Blanche of the
Department of Health Professions will also be available as
a resource person. Although she teaches a human
sexuality course, her speciality lies in the area o f death.
She has taught a course entitled “Perspectives on Death”
which deals with euthanasia and suicide. No newcomer to
the Women’s Center, Professor Blanche has spoken at the
Wednesday noon coffee talks, which the Center sponsors.
GOALS OF THE FORUM
Suicide Forum is very much in process. It will grow
and develop according to the needs of those people who
come. Some of the goals which have been suggested are;
1. To form a level of trust,
2. To function as a consciousness raising group,
3. To be a “place” where a person can go, as opposed to
an impersonal phone call.
4. To encourage participants to avoid using depression as
a defense mechanism
5. To “ accentuate the positive” by providing a forum
where members can describe positive accomplishments in
their lives, besides their problem areas.
6. To utilize some of the goals of Alcoholics Anonymous,
whose motto is “Easy Does It.”
7. To develop an awareness of some danger signs in our
bodies which often trigger depression. When a person is
hungry, angry, lonely or tired, he or she is often very
vulnerable and prone to negative attitudes towards life.
After a nap or a good meal, life often becomes joyful
again.
8. To learn more about our capacity to work; not to
compare our achievements with those of other people
which often dooms us to feel like failures.
Suicide Forum is open to the public and we would
welcome new members. Although we are meeting today
from 2-4 pm at the Women’s Center, the day and time
might change, due to varied summer schedules. Please call
893-5106 for any information or write to me in care of
the Women’s Center.
______________________

Carl Silvestri •
SGA Fallacies

Communication Needed
To the average student here at
MSC, the SGA is just a body
entangled in red tape that takes $60
from students and organizes rallies
and things.
But the average student cannot
begin to imagine the bureaucracy
that the SGA represents and how
misplaced student interests are.
FOR EXAMPLE
One such example is how the
Legislature has handled College Life
Union Board’s (CLUB) budget. This
time the Legislature postponed their
decision until their next meeting
because
of
a
controversial
parlimentary ruling by Kevin Kesby,
Vice President.
Instead of dealing with the issue
there and then, CLUB is forced to
wait another week. The students will
also have to wait to see if the spring
and winter balls will be held next
year.
The problem is that the students
are not concerned with parlimentary
procedures. They are concerned with
getting an education and getting a
return on their $60 SGA fee.
If the Legislature would give
CLUB the money it asked for and

deserves, it would be a major step in
providing for the students.
ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS
There are other problems that
students are concerned with. It
doesn’t take a Gallup Poll to show
that students want better parking
facilities,
weekend
events for
dormitory
students
and
comprehensive schedule booklets.
By looking at the recent issues
stemming from the SGA, one would
think that students were concerned
with banquets, MONTCLARlON’s
Charter and whether or not the
President elect is really the President
elect.
When less than 14% of the student
population turns out to vote in
Executive Elections , there is a
message somewhere. A message that
says students are fed up with the
SGA or really don’t care.
SUGGESTIONS
LEGISLATURE

FOR

NEW

The new administration, along
with the new Legislature, should
strive to meet the needs of the
students, instead of the needs of the
corporation.

----------------

Maybe then there will be some
feedback. The students may then
become more involved with the
political structure here at MSC —
because it is a two-way street.
The students may not be
concerned with technical matters,
only final results. This must be
overcome by a better means of
communication. Decisions that effect
the entire student body cannot be
made by one person; other
viewpoints must be heard.
VALUABLE LEADERS LOST
Recently, two Cabinet Members
and one Legislator resigned from the
SGA in protest because it wasn’t a
responsible body. The SGA in
concept is a responsible body but the
people in it may not be. Nonetheless,
some top leadership material was lost
because of these resignations and
most people agree that more
com m unication
would
have
prevented them.
CLUB’S budget and the election
fiasco qualify the need to have a
body that represents the best
in terests
of
the
students,
incorporated instead of the SGA, Inc.

Soapbox

I d o n 't s t u d y a t t h e l i b r a r y *
AMY MORE - 1 C A N T CONCENTRATE ON MY
WORK - TOO M ANY DISTRACTIONS!

----------------

OOPS! Stamp Out Odor
To the Editor:
If you consume you probably are
a consumer and have consumption.
Why? Because we live in a smelly
world filled with dirt and the smells
that are often man-made or
woman-made.
CONSIDER PERSPIRATION
Almost everyone perspires but
some people emit the most raucous
odors with this perspiration. These
odors become offensive to us
non-odor people and can even make
some sick. The Odorless Opponents to
Perspiration Smells (OOPS) is a
vehement group sweating hard to
resist this offensive and dangerous
threat to humanity.
DEODORANTS
Even some of the protective
devices to prevent these smells have
become even more offensive. The
mixture of perspiration odor and
deodor a nt s
have
produced
devastating effects in public and
private places (or parts).
COLOGNES/PERFUMES
There
have
been scientific
attempts to hide these odors but
again these attempts have only
compounded the seriousness of the
problem. Consider the situation of
sitting in an enclosed hot place with a
combination
of
people
with
perspiration odors, deodorant odors,
perfume odors and cologne odors.
Research is not being performed to
study the adverse effects of these
odors on nostril hairs, facial
expression and childbirth.
OOPS
OOPS is now working to save us

from an imminent catastrophe. They
are proposing litigation to require
baths three times a day and to
restrict odor producing people to
separate buses, housing, restaurants,
bathrooms and setting up an odor
community settlement in Secaucus,
New Jersey.
For more INFO just smell around.
Remember, the nose knows and if
you can’t trust your nose who can
you trust?!
p.S. This is a reaction to the
article
submitted
by
Sharon
Makatenas (Vol. 52 No. 13 4/29/76)
Jon Sobecki
Dean o f Uncommitted Students

Do It Yourself
To the Editor:
As a senior, I will not be subjected
to the semi-annual chore of preparing
schedules for the fall '77 year.
However, 1 do sympathize with those
students who have been asked to do
so without pertinent information at
their disposal; namely faculty listings.
I feel that the MONTCLARION,
in
printing
its special issue
cross-referencing faculty names and
course numbers, has done a great
service to students who do not have
time to run around campus looking
up faculty names. It is unfortunate
that the administration could not
have offered the same information to
students in the addendum form
which was promised.
Thankfully, the work was done
and students have been supplied with
the information. But if a lesson was

learned by the experience, it is that
when students want something done,
it is often necessary to do for
themselves what professionals are
paid to do.
Deb hi Metz
English ‘76

Drive a Success
To the Editor:
On behalf of the brothers of
Alpha Phi Omega, I would like to
thank all those individuals who
donated blood at our April 26 Blood
Drive. I’d also like to thank those
who came to give but were rejected
for medical reasons.
The 225 pints donated will be
placed in an account and is available,
free of charge, to all MSC students,
administrators, faculty members and
their immediate families.
I am also encouraging all students
to give in our next drive in the fall.
Giving blood is an absolutely painless
and quick procedure, although, this
time things moved rather slowly

, *
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because the Blood Center did not
send enough equipment and nurses to
meet the demand of the large
turnout. We have since convinced
them of the need for more facilities
for future blood drives. APO
promises that next year the Drive will
be a lot faster.
I hope that our drive in the fall
will be our most successful ever and
that we reach our goal of 313 pints.
Thanks again to all who made this
year’s drive a success!
Tom Gingras/Biology '78
Alpha Phi Omega
CORRECTION: In the May 6 issue
of
th e
MONTCLARION,
(Alcoholism, A Rising Problem),
John Ledahl was misquoted as saying
that surveys done by students are not
valid. Ledahl really said that the
survey was invalid because a
completely scientific approach was
not used. Ledahl added that he was
impressed by the results o f the
survey.

□ Please send fre e in fo rm a tio n
about the Glenmary Home Missioners
to:
Name______________________
ABOUT YOUR HERITAGE

THE STRUGGLES OF A M FR IC A N WORKERS

LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY
Paperback ed itio n available at your bookstore: S3.95
Pubh»h»d by

As a Glenmary Brother, Sister, or
Priest, there are unlimited opportuni
ties to share God's love with people
in the rural South and Appalachia.

U N ITE D ELE CTR IC AL. R A D IO & M ACHINE WORKERS OF AM E R IC A UJEI
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Address
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Zip----------------------- Ago_________ ___
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Characters Spoil ‘The Heiress ’
By Mike Finnegan
Although The Heiress is rather
sensible for a melodrama, its slim
premise requires that not one false
note be sounded and the current
Broadway revival hits a clinker.
The play, adapted in 1947 by
Ruth and Augustus Goetz from
Henry James' novel Washington
Square, concerns itself with nothing
more than the conflict that arises
when a shy heiress falls in love w ith a
handsome young man who may or
may not be a fortune hunter.
WHAT THE play requires is a
degree of ambivalence to create
suspense: The suitor cannot be all
Prince Charming or all calculating
swindler. The work must derive its
tension from letting the audience
determine for itself the motives of
Morris Townsend and the validity of
his love for Catherine Sloper.
The disadvantage here is that
David Selby as Townsend, with a
slick artifice in his manner and
articulation, makes up the audience’s
mind too soon. His manner doesn't
reflect any tenderness and his
appreciation of the pleasures of the

Sloper household are visualized too
overtly
in
the
tone
of
his
performance to cause the audience to
do anything but snicker at his
romantic advances toward Catherine.
He radiates too much confidence
and too little desperation to maintain
this fine balance. His shallow acting
gives us a shallow character and the
drama's inner energy is diminished
but, thanks to the care that
permeates the rest of the production
under George Keathley's direction,
far from eliminated.
JANE ALEXANDER gives the
title
role
a
heart-wrenching
vulnerability that grows throughout
the developing drama. From her
hurried tro t to her shrill, shaky voice
to her doleful, downcast visage, she
makes Catherine a most sorry and
compelling figure, a browbeaten,
impressionable waif who seems
doomed to remain so.
The reason for that is the
character of the domineering father,
Dr. Austin Sloper, a cynic who
always finds fault with her and
wishes his daughter would blossom
into the idealized image o f his wife

well in her brief bits as an obese
fam ily relative and Sharon Laughlin
shows touching devotion as the
Slopers’ maid, a concerned observer
of the fam ily's misery.
A concern for taste and tradition
is evident in Oliver Smith's dark blue
living room decor, sparsely furnished
w ith authentic-looking period pieces.
Ann Roth has designed costumes that
effectively recreate the upper cless
civility that masks sinister emotions
underneath and her gowns for
Alexander provide a bittersweet
touch of irony as the gayer the

who died giving birth to her. When
his suspicious protests and a
six-month separation fail to diminish
the couple's determination to marry,
Sloper
threatens to
sever his
daughter’s inheritance and causes
Townsend to jilt her on the night of
their planned elopement.
Townsend returns tw o years later
and finds that the chronically ill
Sloper has died out but his daughter
has been the beneficiary of his
suspicious, unloving outlook and she
in turn jilts Townsend.
THANKS TO Richard Kiley,
Sloper doesn't become an oversized
tyrant.
Kiley
remains
as
straightbacked and determined as his
character's dignified yet chilling
menace and even in his second act
throes of illness he remains imposing
as if it were his suspicious nature
consuming him rather than physical
disease.
While the inevitable confrontation
waits in the wings, Jan Miner
provides subtle comic relief and a
modicum of romantic understanding
to her role of the foolish Aunt
Lavinia. Dorothy Blackburn registers

dresses
become
the
more
disillusioned and sour the character
of Catherine grows.
Keathley admirably does not dote
on the Goetzes' comical lines or their
overly romantic moments, which
tend to be scripted a bit too
awkwardly.
Keathley
opts
for
continuing character development,
caring for almost all production
aspects except the pivotal character
of the suitor. That glaring misfortune
of The Heiress spoils what is
otherwise a compelling and movingly
acted period piece.

'S a ilo r': S u s p e n s e fu l
By Tom Malcolm
A heated love affair between a
sailor and a young widow and the
diabolical plans of some twisted
adolescents combine to make The
Sailor : Who Fell from Grace with the
Sea a movie that builds slowly yet
strongly toward what promises to be
a shocking, horrifying, heart-rending
climax. However, the film fails to
deliver — what we're left with is one
of those "guess what happens"
endings. It's a let-down, sure, but it
doesn't quite ruin the film entirely.
Sarah Miles stars as a young,
pretty British widow in desperate
need of a man. Kris Kristofferson is
the answer to her dreams — a big,
sexy,
good-hearted
American
merchant
seaman
who
makes
passionate love to her and bestows
considerable affection on her 13 year
old son Jonathan. The boy doesn't
return the man's love, however. In
fact, he and a group of chums led by
a precocious, vicious little monster of
a kid plot to do him in. They have
this absurd schoolboy notion of "the
pure and perfect order of things"
which they feel the sailor violates by
sleeping w ith Jonathan's mother.
THE FILM'S leisurely pace might
seem maddening were it not fo r the
completely charming English seaside
village so gorgeously captured by
Douglas Slocombe's camera. It's a
film a la David Lean — if you get
bored w ith the drama, you can
always bask in the beauty of the
fab ulously
photographed
countryside.
The story, from the novel by three
time Nobel Prize nominee Vukio
Mishima, is a modest drama, yet
director Lewis John Carlino treats it
as though he were filming Madame
Bovary. His screenplay is verbose and
largely superfluous and almost every
scene could be cut by at least a
minute or two.
Miles is quietly intense and very
affecting as the widow. The role is
one
of
those fragile, spacey,
emotional types she plays so often
and so well. And though he's not yet
an
accomplished
or
even
a
comfortable
mov i e
a c t or ,
Kristofferson's good looks and easy,
country-boy charisma combine to

credible.
Though
the
slow
pace
is
bothersome and the unresolved
ending unsatisfying. The Sailor Who
Fell from Grace with the Sea is still
worthwhile because it is a solid
drama served up w ith
strong
suspense, rich atmosphere and good
acting.

make his performance a likable one.
Jonathan
Kahn
makes
an
impressive screen debut as the son,
while 13 year-old Earl Rhodes, a
veteran of seven films, succeeds in
making the leader of the boys' gang a
hateful, loathsome presence. His
performance goes a long way toward
making the action at least somewhat
I

F A M IL Y C O N FER EN C E: Jane Alexander and Richard Kiley co-star in "The
Heiress," the Ruth and Augustus Goetz play which deals with the problems
faced by a young heiress who falls in love with a man her father believes is a
fortune hunter. The production is now at the Broadhurst Theatre in NYC.
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New Sound From
By Scott Garsiue

The music on rakin' It to the
Streets (Warner Bros. BS-2899), the
sixth album by the Doobie Brothers,
is pretty much im plicit of the title.
Unlike any of the Doobies' previous
works, the new album has a slight
disco sound that prevails on most of
the disc’s nine tracks. As is the fad
these days, this disco touch does
something for the band's music that
has been missing on its most recent
LP.
Having undergone a number of
major personnel changes over the
past year, the band has never been
tighter. The music on Takin' It to the
Streets
is
uniform ly
excellent,
displaying a sense of brilliance that is
not found on an overabundance of
current releases. The addition of
vocalist/songwriter/keyboardist
Michael
McDonald
is partially
responsible for the vast improvement.
His expansive contributions on
electric and acoustic piano, clavinet
and synthesizer, combined with Tiran
Porter's bass and the percussion of
John Hartman and Keith Knudsen,
result in the disco sound enveloping
much of the LP.
AS A vocalist and songwriter,
McDonald, an ex-member of Steely
Dan, another successful American
band, is equally impressive.
McDonald's vocal approach is
distinctive, being lower and more
emotional than that of the other
singers.
He
has a flare
for
phraseology, the slight raspiness in
his voice enabling him to place even
more emphasis and impact on the
structure and formation of phrases.
Of his four compositions, Takin It

to the Streets, the title track, is the
most impressive. His keyboard work
and deep, slightly falsetto voice stand
out as models of excellence. The
guitars of Tom Johnston, Pat
Simmons and Jeff Baxter, also an
ex-member of Steely Dan, add to the
disco flavor of this track. Already
released as the album's first single, it
is a moderately paced song which
builds progressively to a funky,
disco-oriented rocker featuring the
repetition of the words "ta k in ' it to
the
streets”
and
McDonald's
pounding piano. A guest appearance
by Jesse Butler on organ augments
the energy characterizing its finai
moments.

" I t Keeps Me R unnin'," another
fine tune penned by McDonald,
contains a disco sound similar to the
title track. The dominant forces here
are his keyboard work, which
literally shines throughout the entire
album and semi-haunting vocals.
Beginning sorely
with a brief
introduction
provided
by
the
clavinet,
an
electric
keyboard
instrument similar to a piano, the
band joins McDonald gradually while
he adds electric piano and synthesizer
to the layers of guitars, percussion
and harmonious backing vocals of
Johnston, Porter and Simmons.
JOHNSTON'S ONE contribution,
"T urn It Loose," is another of the

Doobies
best cuts. Boasting of the older, more
traditional Doobie Brothers sound,
it's essentially a hard rocker complete
with Johnston's fiery guitar playing.
His vocal work is reminiscent of the
rough-edged singing in his older hit
songs — the hard-driving "China
Grove," being the best example of
this. "T urn It Loose" is a candidate
for future single release, particularly
since it employs the success formula
that the Doobies have scored so well
with in the past.
Simmons'
"Eighth
Avenue
Shuffle," a favorite at a number of
progressive rock fm radio stations,
features the Memphis Horns, a
quintet that has been recently
touring with the band. These five
individuals, who lend brass and
woodwind instruments to the rock
format, add the Chicago jazz sound
that permeates this track.
Of the four vocalists in the Doobie
Brothers, Simmons' voice is the most
soothing. He has the widest range and
the most relaxed sound. Seldom
screaming as Johnston sometimes
does, Simmons uses his voice to
convey a feeling rather than to shake
the world with force and power.
Takin' It to the Streets has just
been released. Possessing a more
middle-of-the-road stance than any of
the group's endeavors, it is one of the
Doobies' finest from every possible
standpoint. Employing the Chicago
jazz sound and the Philadelphia disco
styles consistently, the Doobie
Brothers have achieved a new sound
that both transcends the label they
have been given and adds another
dimension to their music that has
been ignored until now.

'Diana Ross’

Variety Sparks L P
By Tom Malcolm
Two vastly different yet equally superb songs make Diana Ross
(Motown M6-861S1) one of the singer's best and most diverse
albums ever.
The inclusion of her monster hit single "Theme from Mahogany
(Do You Know Where You're Going T o )" is of course the album's
highlight but "Love Hangover," an eight minute disco track, must
surely be one of the most original, innovative and exciting songs of
the year, the current barrage of disco material notwithstanding.
THE PAM Sawyer/Marilyn McLeod composition has a slow,
sensual, repetitive tempo and Ross sings it super-sexy, capturing
perfectly the sense of a young woman obsessed with thoughts of her
man. " I f there's a cure for this I don't want it " she sings —and she
makes you believe it. The lyrics are minimal, true, but this is a
blessing really because it prompts Ross to some inspired vocal
improvisation.
Michael Masser's " I Thought It Took a Little Time (But Today I
Fell in Love)" will no doubt be the singer's next single and it'll
probably be a mild hit since it's in the same style as Masser's tw o
previous hits for her, "Touch Me in the Morning" and "Theme from
Mahogany."
No doubt about it, versatility is the keynote here. For instance,
Ross uses a childish, high-pitched whisper for a cute, goofy tune
called "Kiss Me N ow " and then changes to gruff, womanly tones for
a soul-styled song about a lover's sexual prowess called "Y ou're
Good My Child."
"ONE LOVE in My Lifetim e" is helped by a superb background
vocal by an unidentified female who sounds a lot like Valerie
Simpson. Her deep, chesty scream serves as a splendid contrast to
Ross' warm, pretty voice; in fact, the background singer nearly
suceeds in upstaging the star's vocal.
"S m ile" is interesting because it was co-written by Charlie
Chaplin and it shows how adept Ross has become with phrasing and
inflection on a ballad. She conveys the tune's "pick yourself up,
dust yourself o ff and start all over again" message subtly, poignantly
and with a minimum of pretension.
Seven producers worked on the album, including Motown
president Berry Gordy, Hal Davis and Gil Askey. Ross herself
produced "A in 't Nothing' But a Maybe," a solid Ashford/Simpson
pop/rocker.
Diana Ross is further proof that Ross is establishing herself as
one of our most versatile female vocalists, equally at home with
pop, soft rock and soul.

TURN BOOKS INTO CASH!

A t the MSC B ookstore
Thurs., M ay 20 Fri., M ay 21
M on., M ay 2 4 -W ed., M ay 26
8:30 a m -5:30 pm
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‘Rockin’ Chair'

Musicians Help Edwards
By Lydia De Fretos
In 1973 Jonathan Edwards had a
maj or
successful
chart
hit
"Sunshine.1' Now three years and
three albums later Edwards has
released an album which, although it
may
not
be a commercially
significant LP, places him in the
ranks of such country performers as
Emmylou Harris and Linda Ronstadt.
On Rockin’ Chair, (Warner Bros.
MS 2238), Edwards has enlisted the
help of musicians such as Harris
herself as well as her Hot Band and
Herb Pederson from Ronstadt's
ba c k up
band.
The
writing
contributions from people such as
Rodney Crowell from the Hot Band
and Ira and Charlie Louvin aid in
making the album a composite work
which is more of a community effort
rather than an LP from Edwards
himself.
THE IRONIC part is that the
album is exceptional; the selections
and arrangements are superb, the
music is excellent and the backing
vocals by Harris, Dianne Brooks,
Pederson and Edwards' wife Lynnie
are reminiscent of a church choir. In
this collage of musicians and singers
Edwards almost loses his identity and
save for some emotionally packed
vocals the album could be classified
as a group release.
Edwards is a singer whose vocal
style is similar to country-rock artist
Dan Fogelberg in its raspiness and
ability to hit an extensive range of
notes. The major difference between

the two is that Edwards’ voice has
more of a southern accent which
stems from the fact that he was born
and raised in West Virginia. A usually
outstanding guitarist Edwards is
buried on this album by a number of
other guitarists as well as a lot of
piano work, pedal steel playing and
percussion plus the addition of a
mandolin, banjo and fiddle.
The highlight of the album is
Edwards’ own composition "L a d y ."
Here
Edwards
sings
alone
accompanied by a piano and some
strings on a ballad which is sensitive
and full of emotion. Edwards' voice
is tense as he sings to his love who
has suddenly left him: "When I held
you in my arms baby/ I wanted to
bring you home to the farm lady/
Show you life that's free and w ild/
And let you be the mama of my
child/ Lady I love you/ Even though
you're gone."
STEVEN RHYMER'S "R ockin'
Chair (Gonna Get Y o u )" is a clever
song which relates to old age creeping
up w ith no way to avoid it. The song
is punctuated by a driving guitar riff
combined w ith pulsating drum work.
W illie P. Bennett's "W hite Line" is a
slow, depressing song which deals
w ith loneliness and being alone on
the road. Edwards' voice reveals the
despair here as well as the crying
sounds produced by the pedal steel
of Hank DeVito and the soaring
harmonies of Harris, Brooks and
Lynnie Edwards.
Edwards' " A in 't Got T im e" is a

Summer Fun Planned
By D.H. Figueredo

Summer Fun, the professional summer-stock company based
country-flavored
tune in which
here at MSC, is getting ready to begin its fifth season and its main
Edwards retreats to nature at the end
objectives w ill be, according to the company's producer Scott
of a love affair. "Open up your arms
MacConnell, honesty, integrity and entertainment. The company
to me green pastures/ Let me hear
w ill stage six shows in six weeks, between June 29 and Aug. 7, and
your rivers sing along in rhyme/ Open
w ill offer to many students and actors an opportunity to work for
up your
heart
to me sweet
the first time in a commercial atmosphere.
mountains/ Let your sunlight set me
The company, which staged its first show in the summer of 1972,
back my tim e." His remaining
w ill produce such recent hits as Neil Simon's God's Favorite and Hot
compositions
"H o w
Long,"
L Baltimore and such classics as Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg,
"Favorite Song" and "H e llo " are
Ohio, while giving plent of theatrical experiences to its members
similar to his earlier material in their
THE MEMBERS of the company, selected by two professional
up tempo and foot-tapping beat.
directors and designers after auditions held sometime in A pril, come
"Hearts Overflowing," a beautiful
from all over the states. "They come from Seattle, Washington
country ballad penned by Mike
state," commented MacConnell. "Some even hitch their way here!"
Brewer, has some of the most
The candidates hear of Summer Fun through word of mouth,
symbolic lyrics on the album: “ Fill
according to MacConnell and through ads in theater papers,
your cup/ L ift it up/ To hearts
"Those who come learn by working hard," stated the producer.
overflowing/ Drink to me/ And here's
"They work 14 hoursa day,seven days a week forasix weeksoperation.
to we/ And love ever growing/ When
But we're honest with them from the very beginning. We make sure
I need you/ I'm out in the rain/ When
they know how strenuous it's going to be,"
I see you/ I light up again."
The participants, a total of 20 actors and 10 technicians picked
The only song which does not f it
out from among 276 candidates,workhard for either money orseven
on the album is the Ira and Charles
credits towards their undergraduate or master studies. But above all
Louvin number "The Christian L ife ."
they work hard to put on a good show.
Done in an almost waltz-like tempo
"WE WANT our shows to be professional. We entertain our
the song is gospel in content. The
audience and they keep coming back," explained MacConnell
only redeeming factor is the exquisite
stirring in his seat with excitement. "We please them. We play
harmony displayed by Harris and
honest. We deliver what we say we're going to deliver them. If
Edwards whose voices complement
there’s supposed to be a jeep on stage, there w ill be a jeep."
each other perfectly w ith their
Summer Fun is not only honest in a theatrical sense but also in
country twang and incredible range.
an ethical level. If a fam ily inquires as to whether the nature of a
Rockin' Chair is not the best
certain play would be adequate for their children. MacConnell
album Edwards has ever recorded, it
would be sincere w ith them, advising them whether to come or not.
does not compare to Honky Tonk
"H eck," he remarked, "We don’t mind them missing one but we
Stardust Cowboy, nor is it a
want them to see the rest of the productions."
definitive, personal work. What it is is
To keep the audience interested, Summer Fun tries to offer them
an album which meets all of the
diversity. "We surprise them now and then and have art exhibitions
requirements of a contemporary
or a girl reading palms before a show," explained the producer. "We
country LP and w ill probably get lost
want our audience to come back."
in the crowd.
The formula seems to work. MacConnell claims that their family
subscriptions have increased and the publicity leaflet boasts 12,000
patrons. "We have established va lid ity," said MacConnell. "People
know they're going to be entertained, they know they're going to
see legitimate theater. Nobody ever doubts our integrity."
now/We're all alone/We're all alone."
With such success in the past, MacConnell is confident that they
Credit has to be given to the
w ill have another good season. "We've grown into one o f the largest
arrangement of Paich and his overall
stock companies in the state - fo r the duration of the shows and
brilliant keyboards. Strange as it may
the number of people who attend We do what we can do as well as
seem, Scaggs does not touch a guitar
we
can and we always try to improve. We're one of the best
on the LP ... but the album is so good
around." concluded MacConnell w ith a smile.________________________
that it isn't even missed.
................................................................. ......................................................... m in..... .
........................

'Silk Degrees Delights
soft ballad that features Scaggs'
tender vocals, Paich's piano and a
flugelhorn solo by Chuck Findley,
"H arbor Lights."
SIDE TWO opens with another
cooker, "Low dow n.” Jeff Porcaro's
drums and Paich's mini-moog and arp
artistry blend with yet another vocal
change by Scaggs as his voice deepens
and becomes very effective with the
mood of the music.
"It's Over" is the single from the
album, destined to become a smash.
The opening horn segment and vocals
by Carolyn Willis, Marty McCall, Jim
Gilstrap and Augie Johnson (who do
most of the background vocals on the
album) give the song a disco bounce.
Scaggs' singing is tight and clear as he
sings the chorus: "W hy can't you just
get it through your head/lt's over, it ’s
over now/Yes you heard me clearly
now I said/lt's over, it's over now."
This song w ill give both Scaggs and
the album a big name.
"Love Me Tom orrow " is carried
by Porcaro's tasteful timbale-playing
and a great break featuring Louie
Shelton's slide guitar. The song seems
to combine some raggae with rock.
THE LAST rocker on the album is
probably the best one. "L id o
S huffle" features Scaggs fine rock
voice and Paich's moog talent. Fred
Tackett plays some fine rhythm
guitar on this song, as well as most of
the other tracks also.
The album finale, "We're A ll
Alone," is the best song on the LP
and a pleasant surprise from Scaggs.
It's a tender ballad that the singer
does very touchingly. One is moved
as Scaggs sings: "Outside the rain
begins/And it may never end/So cry
no more, on the shore/A dream w ill
take us out to sea/Forever more,
forever more/Close your eyes and
leave/And you
can
be with
me/'Neath the waves, through the
caves of hours/Gone, forgotten

CINEMA

J

presents

William Peter Blatty’s

“The Exorcist

99

Mon., May 17
8 pm and 10:15 pm
Memorial Auditorium

Admission: $1
A Class One Organization of the SGA.
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By Tony Grasso
Boz Scaggs, former member of the
Steve Miller Band, has put out one of
the tightest and overall most
listenable albums of 1976. Scaggs
solo effort, Silk Degrees (Columbia
PC33920) ranges from rock to soul
to beautiful ballad as the LP has
hardly a disappointing moment on it.
The opening song, "What Can I
Say" sets the mood of the album. It's
a soul tune that contrasts Scaggs
rock-oriented voice with beautiful
background vocals. Plas Johnson adds
a strong tenor sax solo as the tune
flows with lyrics like: "Three am it's
me again/You wouldn't know it
would have to end this way/l did my
best, the perfect guest/l knew when
to go, perfect, you knew when to
stay." This theme of breaking up is
evident in many of the album cuts,
all of which except one were written
by Scaggs and his keyboardist, David
Paich.
THE
ALBUM'S
second cut
"Georgia," is more of a rocker as the
horn section, led by studio veterans
Jim Horn and Tom Scott, cut loose
on this tune. This up-feeling is kept
alive w ith "Jump Street," the next
tune on the LP. Renowned studio
guitarist, Les Dudek sits in on this
one that combines his fine slide
guitar w ith Paich's piano rag.
"What Do You Want the Girl to
D o ," the only non-original song on
the
album
(written
by
Alan
Toussaint) has been recorded many
times in the past few years, most
recently by Bonnie Raitt. Scaggs does
a good job w ith it as he lowers his
voice and slows things up a bit. The
tasty lyrics can readily be picked up:
"She waits for you patiently/Hoping
that someday you'll see/AII she really
wants to be/ls yours and yours alone
eternally/What do you want the girl
to do?"
The first side closes out with a
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'Stay Hungry' Satisfies
By Mike Finnegan
Bob Rafelson has finally risen out
of the depression doldrums to make
an upbeat film called Stay Hungry
and it's easily his most satisfying and
ingratiating work.
The director of the ponderous
Five Easy Pieces and the oppressively
sad The King of Marvin Gardens has
taken a novel by Charles Gaines, also
depicting the theme of a young man
searching for what to do with life,
and
instead
of
dragging the
protagonist
through
numerous
cryptic relationships has crafted a
story of
appealling
love and
companionship.
WHEREAS THE main characters
of his previous movies suffer loss and
disillusionment, Craig Blake, the hero
of Stay Hungry never gives way to
self-pity and despair. It's a great plus
to have Jeff Bridges playing Blake.
The story, filmed on location in
Birmingham, Ala., concerns Blake, a
rich young Southerner whose parents
have recently died and his search for
some purposeful endeavor to relieve
his boredom. He enters into a shady
real estate deal that requires him to
bury a body building spa, whose
denizens include its crude owner
(R.G.
Armstrong),
the spunky
receptionist (Sally Field), a frazzled
karate teacher (Helena Kalianiotes)
and the spa's famed patron, muscle
man Joe Santo (played by real life
former
Mr.
Universe
Arnold
Schwarzenegger).
His enthusiasm for the spa brings
him into a romance with receptionist
Mary Tate (Field) and sways him

away from the big deal that brought
him there. Wavering between two
extremes, his genteel but pragmatic
Uncle Albert (Woodrow Parfrey) tells
Blake he'd better "s -t or get o ff the
po t."
THROUGH SANTO, played by
Schwarzenegger in a studied but still
credible fashion, the narcissistic
Blake learns a new philosophy: to
live life rewardingly, you have to
"stay hungry," anticipate and thirst
for the next day rather than try to
embrace everything at once.
In a careful and at times cheerful
performance. Bridges artlessly depicts
this gradual growth from aimlessness
into involvement. Bridges flexes his
actin g muscles into the role of Blake,
nicely understated this time instead
of being overwritten, as the heroes of
Five Easy Pieces and The King of
Marvin Gardens tended to be. There’s
intensity in moments of joy as well as
heartbreak and Bridges masters them
all.
As Mary Tate, Field shows an
extraordinary
compatibility
and
grace, with little of the eccentricity
or inborn bitchiness that other
Rafelson female characters have
shown. Her warmth and vitality
reflect off Bridges as if they were two
facing symmetrical mirrors and she is
genuine and touching, unlike, say,
Liza Minnelli, whose vulnerability is
more often artifice.
THE IMPECCABLE cast shines
with amiable authenticity to portray
a happy picture of Southern life.
Fannie Flagg is funny
as a
wagging-tongued
matron
and

Scatman Crothers is incorrigibly
touching as the Blake family retainer
who disdains Blake's irreverent
attitude toward aristocratic tradition.
Two
potent
scenes
rivet
themselves to the memory, an
excruciating fight sequence between
Bridges and Armstrong in which they
literally tear the spa apart and a
comic finale to end all comic finales
in which a horde of muscle men
overrun Birmingham in search of the
promoter who has the Mr. Universe
contest prize money.
It's a fitfu lly joyous ending to a
film that has followed a consistently

engrossing course that hasn't sunk to
the depths of despair. Rafelson has
permeated the film , despite its
occasional moments of conflict, with
a serenity
that overrides the
restlessness in Blake's character.
Victor Kemper has provided some
mystical photography and Bruce
Langhorne and Byron Berline have
scored music that is pleasing without
being overly Southern or country
Stay Hungry is probably truer to
Rafelson's outlook than the films
that have preceded it and that’s
probably why it's a more humorous
and satisfying film .

G ID G E T GROWS UP: Sally Field, formerly the innocent young star of
"Gidget" and 'Th e Flying N un," changes her image in the new Bob Rafelson
film "Stay Hungry." As Mary Tate she plays at being married to Craig
portrayed by Jeff Bridges. The film is currently being shown in NYC.

Forensic
Winners

Charles Nordländer represented
the MSC Forensic Club in the
National Forensic Tournament held
recently at UCLA in California.
Nordländer made it to the semi-finals
in competition with over 2000
others.
The club sent two teams to the
New Jersey Forensic Association
State Championship meet held last
month at Brookdale Community
College in Lincroft. The larger MSC
team place third, the smaller team,
fifth .
In individual competition at the
State Championships, Alan Reinecke
was the big winner, placing second in
Impromptu, third in the Pentathlon,
third in Original Poetry, fourth in
Humorous Oral Interpretation and
fourth in Persuasion.
Other
winners
were
Sylvia
Belinfante, fourth in Informative and
fifth in Original Poetry; Sue Daley,
second in Informative; Henry Lipput,
fifth
in
Improvisation; Charles
Nordländer, third in Improvisation;
Mary
Grace Nowak, third
in
Improvisation;
Gerald
Ramsey,
second and third in Dramatic Pairs;
Yvonne Rossetti, third in Dramatic
Pairs; and Susan Spiedel, second in
Dramatic
Pairs
and
fifth
in
Improvisation.

presents
V E N IN G
F O N E ACTS

T h u r s .,

8

May 13- May 15
pm MSC Studio Theater
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Lacrosse Team Defeats Kean
By Tony Cafiero

EXCUS E ME: Roger Stehlin of MSC tries to get around his Kean opponent
during second Quarter action. MSC won 11-10 in double overtime Friday
night.

Squaws Get Revenge
By Joan Rizzio
Neither rain, sleet, hail nor snow could have halted the
MSC-Trenton State College-Glassboro State College track and field
tri-meet this past Tuesday in Trenton although the rain gave a good
try.
The Squaws were "o u t for revenge” after placing a close second
to TSC in the first state championship held this past weekend in
Trenton and revenge is what they got. MSC, closing out the season
with an 8-2 record, 'swam' its way to a 75 to 63Vi to 14V4 tri-meet
victory over TSC and GSC respectively.
THE MEET turned out to be a heated battle between the Squaws
and the Lions w ith the Profs adding nothing more than scenery.
Unlike the state championship, when TSC won because of its
tremendous depth, in this meet quality overruled quantity.
MSC received first place in half of the 14 events (the mile relay
was eliminated due to the rain) and recorded nine second place
finishes.
Sophomores Linda Brown and Jackie Quinnan paced the Squaws
as they each captured tw o first place finishes.
BROWN SOUNDLY captured both the 100 yard dash and the
220 yard dash w ith times of 11.3 and 27.6 respectively. Quinnan
recorded her first places in the long jum p with a distance of 1 7 and
in the 440 yard dash w ith a time of 61.0 beating out her teammate
Kathy Dwyer by .2.
Sophomore Dalthea Brown placed first in the 100 meter hurdles
with a time of 16.6, a second better than TSC's Kim Dowd. She also
finished second in the javelin with a fine throw of 107'9".
Ellie Decker, a junior, scored on top in the 880 yard run with a
time of 2:29.5 over TSC's Jill Case, who scored a 2:31.1. She then
finished second to Case by 7.9 seconds in the mile run, scoring a
time of 5:51.1.
THE SQUAWS captured the 440 relay by topping the Lions,
51.8 to 53.1.
Other outstanding finishers were freshman Jo Ann Helm, who
placed second in two events, the shotput and the discus and Evonne
Alexander, who finished second to Martha Fowler of TSC in the
high jump, 4'10 " to Fowler's 4 '1 1".
Depth was a very important factor in the state championship as
MSC lost to the Lions by only four points, 136-132. Rutgers
University finished third in the six team tournament with 119
points.
MSC CAPTURED the most first places, five out of 16 events but
the Squaws just couldn't top TSC's tremendous depth.
"There were no qualifying standards because it was the first state
championship and they wanted to get it going," MSC coach Dr.
Joan Schleede related.
"That meant that you could come in with mediocre players and
pick up valuable points at the end of the scale. We had quality but
TSC had depth ," she said.
"S IX GIRLS could enter the running events but I didn 't have six
to enter. That's what it amounted to ."
The Squaws, who are weak in the distance runs, had no one to
enter the three mile run so they failed to compete in that event.

The ordeal lasted three hours.
When it was over a red flood of
scarlet-clad warriors mobbed each
other in frenzied jubilation. The
scoreboard boldly flashed the signs of
an MSC lacrosse team trium ph over
Kean College as the numerals 11-10
lit up the night sky for everyone to
see.
There were many heroes for the
Tribe in this see-saw battle. One was
Bob Gillespie who ended the
double-overtime
sudden
death
contest with his game-high fourth
goal, a line-drive shot past a stunned
Kean goalkeeper.
ANOTHER
HERO was Guy
Anello
whose
sharp-shooting
produced three MSC tallies. The fans
witnessed the spirited play of Roger
Stehlin who netted tw o very timely
goals and was the hardest hitting
Indian. Greg DiGioacchino played a
tough, smart game and scored twice.
Keith Manara put forth another fine
defensive effort and assisted on
Gillespie's winning goal. The list of
stars goes on as this victory over
arch-rival Kean was an excellent
example of a team win.
The Squires scored early on MSC
goalie Tony Carlino w ith a score by
wily
War r en
Wal l schl ager .
Hard-hitting action was featured for
the rest of the first quafter as both
teams were throwing their bodies at
each other. Manara made several
stand-out defensive plays for the
Indians and Stehlin made his
presence
known
w ith
several
crunching checks.
Greg DiGioacchino scored MSC's
first goal with an assist going to
George Strunck as the first period
ended w ith Kean leading 2-1.
THE SQUIRES scored quickly
again to open the next stanza but the

Tribe came back w ith two rapid-fire
goals 15 seconds apart to tie it at 4-4.
MSC's Anello shot a hard grounder
that found its way into the net and
Gillespie scored from in front.
Meanwhile MSC's midfield began
getting rough, led by Stehlin and
Gillespie who kept Kean off-balance
w ith
a
little
body
English.
DiGioacchino made a solo dash
downfield, cut in front of the goalie
Fred Doremus and fired it home to
interrupt two consecutive Kean
scores.
With seven seconds left in the half.
Indian Bob BelBruno made some nice
moves away from Kean defenders
and found Gillespie standing alone in
the center of the field, 15 feet away
from goalie Doremus. Gillespie fired
a point-blank shot that rippled the
nets and sent MSC into the locker
room behind by one goal, 6-5.
THE THIRD period saw little
scoring as the Indians played well but
came away with only one of the
three goals scored.
The Tribe was swarming onto the
offensive and putting on tremendous
pressure but couldn't buy a goal.
Kean scored the first two goals and at
this point it looked as if they were
going to move out of reach. The
breaks were going against MSC as
Stehlin hit the Kean goalpost on an
attempted score.
The game could have ended
differently if Roger Stehlin didn't
take matters into his own hands with
a clutch performance. With 29
seconds left the stocky Stehlin
powerfully weaved his way back and
fo rth among the Kean defenders
and let go a blistering drive that sent
the Tribe into the fourth quarter
with the momentum in their favor.
A PSYCHED MSC team then went
on to score four straight goals. Anello

bulled his way through a crowd and
unleashed a hot bouncer for the first
score.
Then Gillespie was working hard
keeping control of the ball when he
spotted Stehlin who made no mistake
in tying the score at 8-8.
An inspired Anello excited the
crowd with a spectacular effort. The
muscular middie charged upfield,
deftly avoided two defenders, made
two full turns twisting completely
around and let go a shot that put
Indians ahead for the first time in the
game , 9-8.
WITH
3:07
remaining
Joe
DeSimone passed to Gillespie who
added another goal to MSC's lead and
amidst the happiness and cheers it
looked as if the game was won.
But Kean came back with a score
and because of a penalty on MSC,
it was
able to add another goal to
tie the battle at 10-10 with 1:14
remaining. Neither team scored again
as regulation time ran out.
If ever two teams appeared
perfectly matched it was these two.
Both clubs came into the game with
3-2 records. Both their losses were
against the same teams. Both clubs
proved they could score heavily and
in the clutch, at least tonight. With
this in mind the Indians and Squires
squared o ff for two more 4-minute
periods.
THE
TEMPERATURE
had
decreased markedly but not the
performances or spirits of the two
teams as the first overtime began.
Gillespie was all over the field,
Stehlin still hit everything wearing a
blue uniform, Strunck was as scrappy
as ever. Finally, Gillespie scored his
winning goal for MSC after two
minutes and 15 seconds of the
second overtime to put a valiant end
to the game and season.

Imus is coming¿with MA

“God’s
chosen disc
jockey”
will appear

South Mountair
Arena
West Orange ,NJ
Fri., May 21 8 pm and 10 pm
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MSC Just Fine

Indians Clinch Title

By A l Barton
The cry is familiar in the MSC lockerroom:
"Here comes the tax assessor!'
NO, IT'S not Uncle Sam the Indians are worried about but rather
"Uncle Stan." Stan Gorlick, you see, is the Tribe's statistian and it is
he who assesses monetary fines to MSC's players.
Last season MSC's players established a rather lengthy and
complete fine system for miscues on the playing field. The system
serves a double purpose. First, it serves as an incentive for the
players to cut down on mistakes and secondly, money is raised for
an annual team party.
"Mistakes w ill cost y o u ," Gorlick is quick to point out.
< AND BE assured he isn't just talking in terms of wins and losses.
According to Gorlick, a member of MSC’s Sports Information
Services, there are over a dozen fines an Indian can receive and they
range from 25 cents to a dollar.
Among the more popular fines (based on player payment) this
season include:
STRIKING OUT swinging, batters leaving runners on third base
and errors: 25 cents.
Striking out looking, pitchers hitting batsmen and players missing
signs: 50 cents.
The biggie, the full dollar fine is reserved to baserunner's who get
picked off base.
GORLICK PREDICTS that at season's end over 100 dollars will
be collected. The team's one game record is $9.25 which was
registered in the season opener against Biscayne College. Needless to
say the Tribe dropped the contest.
A ll fines must be paid in cash and there is understandable
moaning and groaning when Gorlick breaks out his metal box to
collect debts.
"Guys make excuses and some even try to use personal checks
and credit cards," Gorlick says.
COACHES ARE not immune from the fine system and they too
feel the $$$ bite if they merit it. Gorlick claims third base coach
Kevin Cooney as well as head mentor Clary Anderson have been
victimized over the course of the year.
Gorlick however doesn't want to give the impression that the
system is undemocratic. There is an appeals committee consisting of
the coaches and co-captains John Scoras and Frank Petite.
It must be mentioned though that the loser of an appeal must
pay double the fine plus court costs and Gorlick adds that no one
has ever won an appeal.
"WE'RE VERY s trict," is the way Petite explains the appeal
procedure. "We have no mercy."

By John Delery
As far as the win goes it was an
easy one. Just one of those late
season mop-up affairs against a team
that someday may be a contender for
the conference crown. But Tuesday's
10-2 win at the expense of Ramapo
State College, meant much more for
the MSC baseball team than their
18th victory.
It clinched a third straight New
Jersey
State
College
Athletic
Conference title and kept alive their
hopes for another bid to the
Southern
Regi onal
NCAA
tournament.
A FEW weeks ago it appeared the
Indians had played themselves out of
the tourney picture. Pitching woes, a
lack of
timely hitting and erratic
defense, coupled with a mediocre
record gave the Indians only a slim
chance of gaining an encore berth to
the tournament they won a year ago.
But they've righted themselves
lately and there's a good possibility
they’ll be among the teams selected
for the tournament which starts in
two weeks.
Clary Anderson, on the eve of his
retirement, wasn't overly optimistic
but you could tell he wanted one
more shot at a national title before
he calls it a career.
"It's up in the air right now,"
Anderson calmly said. "B ut I feel
good about our team's chances. We
won our conference and we play a far
more d ifficu lt schedule than the
other teams also in contention for
the bid. I hope the selection

T h a s y s te m h o w e v e r is w e ll-r e c e iv e d a n d b o o s ts te a m m o r a le . T h e

squad takes their punishment in stride.
Says last year's fine champion Petite:
" I HAD to get a job to pay my fines."
Dean Uhlik, a prime candidate for this years crown offered:
" I like the system but tell Clary not to pitch me anymore. I can't
afford it."

com m ittee
takes
consideration."

that

into

ANDERSON ALSO hopes the
selection committee takes into
consideration the fact that neither of
the other two teams seriously hoping
for the bid, Glassboro State and
Upsala, haven't exactly walked all
over the Indians.
The Indians and the Profs have
split two extra-inning one run
contests and last week they nipped
Upsala, 9-8 in the annual Simonson
Cup game. The Indians have won
four straight games and six of their
last seven, upping their season slate
to 18-9.
Anderson is finally convinced that
his team is cured of the lackluster
style of play that plagued them
throughout most of the early season.
"W E'VE HAD a lot to overcome,"
Anderson admitted, "B u t I think
we've done a good job. Our freshmen
have started to come around so that's
a good sign. We've been able to send
the same bodies onto the field the
past few games and the set lineup has
helped stabilize the team."
Sending the same nine bodies onto
the field all the time doesn't worry
Anderson but having to do without
two arms does.
"Y ou need overwhelming pitching
to win a tournament like this,"
Anderson explained. "The pros took
our two stars from last year , Rich
Waller and Paul Mirabella but I would
pitch Rusty against anybody."
RUSTY IS Rusty Pace and he got
a good tuneup for a possible tourney
start against Ramapo. He pitched
nine strong innings allowing seven
hits, striking out seven and only

walking one,
seventh win.

while

recording

his

★ * * * LATE F L A S H * * * * *
Clary Anderson's optimism paid
o ff as his baseball team got a bid to
the NCAA Division 3 Southern
Region tournament.
Not only did they get the bid but
Pittser field was named as the site of
the four day tourney. This is the
fourth year in a row the Indians have
been so honored.
Opening game action begins May
25.

******** ******1

Sidelines
In the N.J.S.C.A.C. individual
men's track championships MSC's
Gene Russell took first in the 440 in
49.9 and John Pendelbury won the
pole vault, going over the bar at
13'6". Indians who placed second in
the meet were Dan Doherty in the
880 (1:57.9), Tony Hatcher in the
long
jump
(22'854"),
Tucker
Robinson in the triple jump (43'
154"), Russell in the 220 (22.2),
Nelson
Franqui
in
the
440
intermediate hurdles (57.3), and Jeff
Zambell in the javelin.

MAC sports awards reception will
be on Tuesday, May 18 at 5 pm in
the Life Hall Cafeteria.
Admission tickets available at the
athletic office for participating
athletes.

It's Playoff Time in IM Sports
The IM Department and SILC
begin their third season of Men's and
Co-ed Softball Playoffs. The top two
teams in each division w ill take their
chances at trying to become the MSC
IM softball champs. Competition this
season has been very good and each
of the eight teams vying for the top
spot has an excellent chance to win
the title. The standings going into the
playoffs are:
MEN'S LEAGUE
Div. 1
4-0
4-0

Stone
Webster
No Names
Rumrunners
Dancer's 1.
Honeymooners
Hotshots
Stone Kids
Div. II
Deutzches
Montclarion
Delta Kappa
Vikings
Essex Eagles
Alpha Kappa
Hard Balls
Apo

4-0
3-1
3-1

Div. I ll
4-0
3-1
3-1

RIV
Phi Epsilon
Hairy Bears
AP£
Phi Lambda
Bay Busters
K's
Bear bearer

Div. I ll

Div. IV
4-0
4-0
4-0

Bearcats
Mezmorid
Rat Men
White Cas.
Broad St.
Men Huge
Stone H.
Pee Wees

3-0
2-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
1-2

Guys/ Dolls
Honeymoom
CLUB
We All Do It
10th Floor
The Runs
Ledgendary T.
Marketing C.
Div. IV

CO-ED SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Div. 1
3-0
Slerd H.
2-1
Deutzches
2-1
Airheads
2-1
Sister's A.
0-3
Stoned H.
0-3
Bilbo Bai.
Div. II
Screwballs
Salt/Pepper
Cream O Crap

1-2
1-2
0-3

Delta Kappa
Trout
SGA

3-0
2-1
2-1

Trojans
Derelicts
Veg. City
Touch
Benchwarm.
Pack Bags

2-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2

The co-ed Volleyball league will
conclude its season this Wednesday
evening with the co-ed championship
game being played at Panzer Gym at
9 pm. Competition throughout the
league has been outstanding, but even
of more importance, the participants
had a great time. The final standings
entering the playoffs are:

CO-ED VO LLEYBALL LEAGUE
Div. 1
Argo
Touch/Class
Ana! Ban.
12th fl.N.
V-8's
Dynamics

5-0
3-1
3-2
3-2
0-5
0-5

The IM Paddle Tennis Tournament
was concluded this past week with
champions listed in the following
categories:

Men's Doubles
Jeff Barish & Glenn Dykstra

Div. II
Gene Mach
Spillers
Niners
Marketing C.
Hat
CLUB

5-0
3-1
2-3
2-3
1-3
1-4
Div. I ll

Mongo S.
Jawa
Breaka
Bohners2
Spikes
Delta Kap.

50

Mixed Doubles
Jeff Barish & Ellen Baureis

4-1
3-2
2-3
2-3
0-5
Div. IV

Anything
Klingons
Bad Boys
Dream T.
Sweetmeat

Women's Doubles
Terry Dioguardi & Lois Redd

5-0
3-2
3-2
2-3
0-5

SILC and the Department of
Intramurals would like to thank the
5000 students that supported our
program this past year. Those
students (men and women) who
would be interested in working as
officials and scorers next season, call
893-5214 or stop by the IM office in
College High School basement.

Wildstein, Salani Win Doubles

Neill Tops Dykstra
in Singles Finale
By Steve Nuiver
It all started in the seventh grade.
Roger Neill and Glen Dykstra started
playing tennis together.
From their position on the second
doubles team of the Ramapo High
School State Championship squad,
they came to MSC to continue their
tennis careers.
SO IT was a bit ironic to find Neill
and Dykstra opposing each other in
the finals of the
NJSCAC
individual singles championship on
the MSC courts on Monday. It
seemed wrong. Yet, what could be
wrong in having the two best college
tennis players in the league meeting
face to face for the title?
" I t ’s the first time we ever played
each other in a tournam ent," Neill
said. "We've gone against each other
in practice and just fo r fun but never
with something on the line.”
But this time it was for real. When
it was over Neill was the champ,
edging teammate Dykstra in a
hard-fought match, 6-7, 7-5, 6-3.
Earlier on Saturday, Indians Lance
Wildstein and Ray Salani won the
individual doubles, thus MSC swept
both the singles and doubles league
crowns.
Both Neill and Dykstra entered
the finals via previous victories on
Saturday over other top league
competitors. Neill, who held first
seed in the tourney, received a bye in
the first round, defeated Al Potasnak
from Trenton State, 6-1, 6-2, in the
quarter final round and dumped

Dave Cheung of Kean to earn his
berth in the finals.
"Potasnak left all his tennis on the
court
Friday when we played
Trenton
for
the league team
championship,” MSC coach George
Petty said. "H e had nothing left
against Neill, he was slow and didn't
move."
AGAINST CHEUNG
Neill fell
behind but stayed cool and came
back to destroy the Kean challenger
6- 3, 6-0.
Dykstra beat Kean's number tw o
player Steve Levin, 7-5, 6-2, Trenton
State's number one Dave Kapulsky
7- 5, 6-2, and Jersey City's number
one Doug Lewiskin, 6-3, 6-0, to earn
the right to play Neill.
When Dykstra played Levin it was
very windy and the ball would blow
o ff the court if It was h it to the
do w nw ind
si de.
Dykst ra
compensated for this by putting a lot
of topspin on the ball when he hit it
to that side. Levin failed to do this,
playing the same way on both sides,
and losing many points because of it.
BEFORE
DYKSTRA'S match
against Lewiskin,he got some helpful
hints from Neill, who had played the
Gothic earlier in the year. Neill
advised his teammate to slice to
Lewiskin's backhand because it was
weak and to beware his forehand
shot. The advice worked and aided
Dykstra in straight set victories.
"Thanks to what Roger told me I
was
expecting
the
cross-court
forehand," Dykstra noted. " I t gave

me a quicker jump and I was able to
return a few I wouldn't have gotten."
The doubles combination of
Wildstein and Salani received a bye in
the first round, and went on to
defeat
Trenton
State's
Gary
Tormollan and Steve Rizzo, 6-3,
6-1 to gain the finals against the
Glassboro State doubles team.
THEY EASILY disposed of Profs
Harry Silverstein and Bruce Tonyak
6-2, 6-2, to take the title.
It was Wildstein's serve that was a
deciding factor irt the victories.
Because it was curving so much
opponents were having a d ifficu lt
time just returning it. When they did
manage to get it back, Salani was
ready at the net to pick o ff the
vollies.
Neill felt that his trium ph over
Dykstra in the championship match
came by virtue of his ability to break
the latter's serve in the second and
third sets. Dykstra attributed Neill's
win to his consistency which, the
loser felt, wore him down.
" I t was a good match," Neill said.
"We should have both won.”

MONTCLARION/Steve Nuiver
S T R E T C H : Glen Dykstra of MSC reaches out for ball during match against
Roger Neill Monday afternoon on the MSC courts.
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Netmen Win League
By Bob Scherer
For MSC's men's tennis team,
there was never a doubt.
Coach George Petty predicted it.
Captain Steve G off predicted it. And
on Friday afternoon at Trenton State
College all expectations were fulfilled
when the Indians swamped TSC, 7-2,
thereby capturing the New Jersey
State College Athletic Conference
tennis championship.
THE
TRIUMPHANT
finale
concluded a season for MSC which
saw it breeze past almost every
opponent enroute to a 9-2 finishing
mark. The smashing win over T SC
was also an appropriate ending to a
season in which the Indian netmen
dominated all four conference foes in
taking the first conference title for
MSC since 1970.

M O N T C L A R IO N /S te v e N uiver

G R O U N D S TR O K E : MSC's Roger Neill gets to the ball deep in the box for
the return in the singles championship match. Neill defeated teammate
Dykstra 6-7, 7-5, 6-3.

The Indians beat TSC in typical
fashion. They went out and took
four of the six singles contests and
then secured victory by taking jr the
necessary fifth point in winning the
first completed doubles match. Steve
G off and Mark Cucuzella, the only
seniors on the team, came through

w ith
the
performance

clinching
with their

do'ubles
6-3, 6-2

victory over TSC's John Cover and
Lamont Turner.
"We knew we could w in ," G off
mentioned
assuredly. "We
had
psyched ourselves for this one match
during the past tw o weeks. We were
both very aggressive and it took less
than an hour to beat them ," he said.
COACH PETTY noted that the
team was "strong in doubles all
year."
He
continued,
"M ark
Cucuzella was particularly happy
about the doubles win because he
lost a tough match against Trenton a
few years ago."

still on the co u rt," he said.
"Jim Neill hit everything and
played the best match he's played all
year," Petty said, adding, "A nd Steve
G off just went out and wiped out his
man."
Lance Wildstein admitted he was
nervous in losing his first set but
overcame his jitters and won the
match.
" I WAS nervous as hell during the
first set," Wildstein said jovially.
"When I got myself together I
approached the net more and scared
him by hitting harder shots and
forcing him to make errors."

In singles play, MSC received
winning efforts from Roger Neill
(6-3,6-3), Lance Wildstein (4-6, 6-3,
6-2), Jim Neill (6-2,6-1) and Steve
G off (6-3,6-1).
Petty spoke of how he thought
the early wins by Jim Neill and Goff
were important for the team.

N E ILL THEN talked of the esprit
de corps he recognized on the team
this year,

"T H E Y BOTH played great tennis
and by finishing early, I think they
gave enthusiasm to the other players

"When we were on the court, we
were serious but that was about the
only tim e," he concluded.

"There's a good feeling of
friendship on this team this season
and I think its played a large part in
the team's success," he said.

